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The oil probe is under way.
It began last night at eight o'clock when Hie committee met in the hull
cf the legislative house and organized with Major William Henry Harrison
J.lewellyn, who has gained the title of 'apostle of purity in politics" as
chairman and J. W. Campbell as secretary. The other members of the
committee are O. T. Toombs, Marcos C. de Baca and V. E Rogers.
Ail meetings of the committee are public.
The attendance on the part of the public last night was not large, owing perhaps to the inclement weather and the late announcement of the.
r.:eeting. But those who were present listened to the proceedings with evl-vent interest and Judge L. C. Collins trok an active part, thereby accepting
be invitation of the committee for any citizen to furnish any information or
make any suggestions that miglit help solve the coal oil situation which
has been agitating the pubjiff mind ever since Major William Henry Harri-iointroduced his now famous resolution starting the investigation.
There was one new development last night it seems that there had
'.risen a question as to whether after all, the "tax payer" was the party of
This
when
i.ne first part, afflicted by the coal oil inspection.
developed
Rogers and Mr.
Major William Henry Harrison Llewelllyn asked Mr.
Toombs to ask the attorney general for an opinion as to whether the coal
lil fund was a public or a private one.
If there was any intention on the part of any member of the committee of putting a few political victims on the rack, then securing an opinion
ftom the attorney general and dropi ing the investigation, it was nipped
i
the bud when Judge Collins, after volunteering to furnish a list of names
of persons who might contribute coal oil information asked:
"Am I to understand, Mr. Chairman, if the opinion of the attorney general should meet with the suggestion of the chairman, do you intend to Investigate one or two men and then receive the opinion of. the attorney
general and drop the Investigation on his advice?"
This brought Major William Henr;' Harrison to his feet and he promptly denied any such intention,
"You may suppose that!" snapped the major, "if you do, you suppose
wrong! There is no such intention, ts far as I am concerned. I have my
idea. I simply ask the opinion of the attorney general. He is not going to
;ave anything to do with this Investigation. I am going to proceed with
tbis investigation, as far as I am concerned, whatever the attorney general
holds; but it may be, as a matter of law, important to know what the attorney general holds, as we may want to insrtuct the attorney general
pive him certain Instructions later on As far as I am concerned, unless
ihe corainitteg overrules me I am in favor of proceeding with this investi:
nation, whether the attorney geiieial f ays it is not public money or whether he says it belongs to the capital oi Japan. I want the people of this
fcfate to know the truth."
That Important- question being so settled, the committee arranged to
meet this afternoon at 1:30 and then rdjourned.
Major Llewellyn said that he woul:? furnish a list of persons to be
and the committee graciously accepted the tender of a like list
from Judge Collins.
In order that there might not be tfct slightest danger of the New Mexican "misquoting" Major William Heiy Harrison Llewellyn, or any mom-le- r
of the committee the following stenographic report of the meeting by
Mrs. G. F. McN'itt, expert stenographer' is given for the information of the
public including "constituents" and ethers:
-

d

If the genBy Major Llewellyn:
tlemen who are on the committee will
please come forward here; now if
the committee will please come to
order.
Owing to the lateness at which the
house was in session this afternoon
I neglected to have the resolution
here, under which this committee was
empowered to act, but I presume you
gentlemen all remember that resolution and you will remember my original resolution which I am very much
pleased to have amended so that it
takes in the widest possible investigation of this question, which the legislative assembly have imposed upon
us.
Now I presume that tonight probably we wUl only have a preliminary
hearing, or a preliminary meeting,
that .is for the purpose of effecting
organization, and I wish to impress
this upon the committee; that the
time is so short in which we will
have to conduct this examination,
that we probably will have to hold'
meetings during the session of "the
legislature, that is, while the house is
in Bession, if it can be arranged to
that end. I stated this afternoon, as
you gentlemen remember, announced
this meeting would be held tonight,
the first meeting of this committee,
that the public were invited, the press
and every citizen of the state of New
Mexico who is in this capital is welcome here. I am sure I can say that
in behalf of this committee, and any
citizen or any person who has any information or wishes any ' ' witnesses
brought before this committee, I am
sure it will be the pleasure of this
committee to receive their names and
suggestions and bring them before
this committee. I think I voice the
sentiment of this committee when I
say this investigation will be an investigation that will investigate, I
don't care who it is; we will let the
people of this state know the truth j
about this entire question. Those
are my sentiments and I believe I
voice the sentiments of this committee In expressing that sentiment.
Now, I presume the first thing in
order will be to select a secretary of
this committee.
I nominate Mr.
By Mr. Rogers:
Toombs, Mr. Chairman.
I am entitled to
;
By Mr. Toombs:
recognition; I was up first. I desire
to nominate for secretary Mr. Campbell of Quay county. (Motion duly
seconded.)
Gentlemen,
By Major Llewellyn:
if
you have heard the nomination;
than la nn nhtooHnn Mr CamDbell is

TO

declared unanimously elected secretary of this committee and if the gentleman will come forward will place
1

him in the chair.
Mr.
Chairman:
By Mr. Toombs:
I don't believe that it would be possible to undertake to summon any
witnesses, or possible to do much other business tonight than to effect the
organization, such as we have done
by the election of the secretary.
ff the
I believe, Mr. Chairman,
committee is going to make an investigation, and I understand we are,
that is my information, of the coal
oil matters of this state, that that investigation should be full and fair
and open and above board and I for
one member of this committee favor
that we have open sessions all the
time, whenever we meet; and I suggest to the chairman of the committee that we, that the chairman issue
subpoenaes; (I believe Mr. Chairman
we have the right to issue subpoenaes
for witnesses,, don't we, under 'this
resolution? I think we do, and t believe it would be the duty of the committee in its incipiency to begin' along
right lines) to have the chairman or
the committee as a whole to suggest
names of persons who may be called
before this committee as witnesses or
who may in whose possession there
may be documents the existence of
which may be known to members of
the committee or to others who
might come before them. Now, Mr.
Chairman, I believe I should like to
hear from the other members of the
committee if they know anything of
their own personal knowledge or by
information that would help us in the
matter of making this investigation
what I understand it is intended to
be; a full one, free, fair, open, above-boarhonest investigation.
The chair is
By Major Llewellyn:
ready to receive any suggestions from
members of the committee and I
would suggest this; that Mr. Baca of
Sandoval county is an old resident of
this state and that he probably has
knowledge of many things and I
would suggest that Mr. Baca give us
his Ideas.
I will state to the
By Mr. Baea:
chairman and to the gentlemen of the
committee that my knowledge on that
proposition is very limited. I have
been away from the stand pat for
many times. They never consulted
me about their doings. I know their
doings are not right, hare never been
right, therefore I wobld suggest to the
chairman to get a report from the
governor or those who hare got the

NEW MEXICO'8 CAPITOL
Where The Investigation of Coal Oil Inspector Martinez's Office Is Staged. The Investigation Was Demanded by
is a Representative
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, Who Has Been Styled "Apostle of Political Purity." He
From Las Cruces.

right to give a full report of all coal
oil inspectors.
Now, Mr. ChairBy Mr. Toombs:
man, I don't want to say anything we

ought not to say. I don't feel that we
are a political committee and my
friend talking about politics I don't
believe this investigation should take
its course along linos that, would be
called political.
I
will say
By Major Llewellyn:
this. While 1 concur in what the gentleman from Union county has said
believe this committee
and while
should rise above politics, above partisanship, and 1 believe this committee will do that, at the same time I
believe the suggestion made by the
gentleman from Sandoval county is a
good suggestion and if you have no
objections I will ask that the secre
tary call upon the governor of this
state, and I might add secretary, to
furnish this committee with any information or annual reports or anything else they have in their posses
from
sion. Perhaps the gentleman
Sandoval may have not intended to
bring politics into it, but we have
had lots of politics in New Mexico.
I
By Mr. Haca:
just referred to
that onjny limited knowledge in that
business.
The law specificBy Mr. Rogers:
ally defines the duties of the coal oil
inspector, among other things that he
shall inspect all coal oil and products
.of Coal ol!, napthn and illuminating;
oils of that class and that he shall
make annual report to the governor
of the amount, kind, quality and for
whom he inspected each gallon and It
allows him to charge a commission.
His report should also, under the law,
Include a report of the commissions
that he has received and from whom
and I take it that those reports that
he should file annually with the governor would show what has been done
in the office and it seems to me that
all those reportB would' be a starter
at least for this committee to begin
with and I take it that what has been
said in calling upon the governor for
those reports would give us a start
to Degin to worn upon.
It has been suggested to me that
perhaps we would not have, during
the present session of this legislature, now upon the last two weeks
almost of the session, we would not
have time, perhaps to make this Investigation thorough during this term
and it was intimated we ought to set
a hearing after adjournment of the
But remember, I am not
legislature.
asking for delay if this committee
thinks they can perform this duty
and perform it well, and like all duties
that men should 'undertake, they
should work upon the rule that the
thing that's worth doing is worth do
ing well, and make an Investigation
before we quit. If we can and you
see fit and it is the sense of this committee to begin the work now in the
session with the expectation either
to finish or not to finish, I shall atcalled by the
tend every meeting
chairman and render what assistance
I can and perhaps that is the sense of
this committee, that we begin this
work. I take It that if there should
be some things that could not be
found and gotten at, some records,
some reports, some oral evidence,
during the term, it might necessitate
the resolution
reporting probably
carries with it the proposition of investigating and reporting to this legislature, does it not Mr. Chairman?
Yes.
By Major Llewellyn:
That being the
By Mr. Rogers:
case then we would have to perform
that duty. I am just reminded of
that. It just comes back to my mind
that the resolution carries that with
it.
I think the
By Major Llewellyn:
suggestion made by Mr. Rogers is a
good one, as I understand it. to instruct the secretary to, in addition
to the resolution and the motion of
the gentleman from Sandoval that
the secretary acquire, if he can, from
the state officers any evidence that
may be in existence; where reports
are missing we may, to the best of
our ability furnish oral evidence to
supply what is missing, if anything
is. I am not here to say anything is
missing at all. I am not here, gentlemen of the committee, to make any
charges against anyone particularly;
we are here to start this Investigation
without fear or favor, bias or prejudice and to investigation to the end
that the people of this state may
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on page eight).
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Mexico City, Mex.. I'Vb. 20. Xo of - :! at the romoval of the infantry and
confirmation was received today i'ltillery to Galveston, appear satish- at the explanation from Washingoi the reported death of Knie'io Ma-- !
ton that the border patrol will be
dero, brother of the late
who was said to have been shot dead Ivi pt to par. The large percentage of
near Monterey, while attempting to Mexican residents on this side of the
tinoi
eommitloi
O.
T.
Toombs,
Judge
and that fact being apparent, the join the rebels at Nuevo Laredo. The border aroused fears of race troubles
committee decided, after some discus- representatives of the foreign powers should a critical situation arise,
SHARP SKIRMISH.
sion to subpoena the Santa Fe resi- Ihnve formally accepted the official
Douglas, Ariz., Feb. 20. An attempt
dents first. It was then resolved on ersion of the death of
l'resi-- j to disarm former Aladero volunteers
motion of Major Llewellyn, that tho Francisco Aladero and
at Aguiv I'rieta early today resulted
following lie subpoenaed to appear be- cent Jose I'ino Suarez.
The investigation continued today. in a sharp skirmish in the darkness
fore the committee at 5 o'clock thU
Brian 11. Ounne, Mian
afternoon:
The situation here has not changed. before dawn. Most of the volunteers
Anita Chapman, who was to be inReports from numerous districts Cicapcd to tin's side, leaving their
structed to bring any books in her today indicated that most of the rebel arms. Quiet was restored today.
About 100 of the former Mauero in- witn
possession; Jaines Seligman: Artl'.u" leaders nre inclined to
T. Koih: the new administration. The appoint- - furrectos escaped iuto Arizona. The
Seligman; H. S. LuC'.;
and Captain Fred Form. If
tr.ont of prominent army men as gov-- order to disarm the men came directly,
An inquiry as to whether tho at- euiors of states is taken to mean that horn General Huerta, it is said.
for Huertn intends to rule with a firm
The men were not offered un oppor-- l
torney general had been asked
his opinion as to whether the coy' oil and.
tunity to give up their arms peacefully
fund was a public or a private fund,
i s at
Juarez. The regular troops
SAYS IT IS "SPURIOUS."
made by Major Llewellyn elicited tho
Feb. 20. The jounced on the volunteers' barracks
Pass
Texas,
Eagle
information that Mr. Rogers thought
is completely set today along1 "id attempted to capture the arsenal,
he had left it to Mr. Toombs, and stage
s
e are known to be killed. At
the border opposite this section of
Mr.
been
Toombs
had
that
very busy
below Agua Prieta, two regu-o- i
new
Mexican
a
for
revolt,
thatjtieras,
and had not seen the attorney genand one volunteer soldier, were
Governor V. Carranza, of the state
eral and that Major Llewellyn hud
was
pro- - hilled when a similar attempt
He
of
has
ConUuilu.
officially
left it to both Mr. Rogers and Mr.
made. The Maderistas escaped. Tha
Huerta
government
claimed
the
Toombs.
mutineers at Frontieras were under
"But if you leave it to me, my ini- "spurious."
secretary ot the
Many Mexicans are lleeing to the General Padillo,
"On
tials are O. T., which means
of Sonora, who is reported to be
elate
side
for
American
protection.
to
will
and
it
be
attended
Time,"
c
rganizing forces to contest the pro- 1000 REBELS IN ARMS.
Howpromptly,"' said Mr. Toombs.
visional
the
of
20.
presidency of Huerta.
Part
Feb.
Douglas, Aiz.,
ever, the major dictated a letter to
CARTER TO COMMAND.
the committee stenographer, addres- ifevoltei'8 from Agua Prieta, joining
sed to the attorney general,
asking others in the hills attacked and took
Chicago, 111., Feb. 2H. The Twenty
the town of Frontieras later today. Of tcventh lufaniry at hist is en route to
for the opinion.
federal
it the small regular
After more general discussion,
garrison Galveston, the first of four trains leavwas decided to meet at 5 o'clock this four were killed and fourteen wound- ing the post at J2:4ri tltis morning.
afternoon, whether the house was In ed. Padllla Is reported at Cumpus, The last train left nt 4.:!0 a. m. One
session or not.
leading Soil revolting troops, who are s(,uadrou of iU(, Kiru.,,th cavalry re- Following is the letter which Judge to Btart late today for rrontieras, niained at the post to put affairs there
CVIlins addressed to the eommVf&'e where the new rebel fovoes will mobi- in
fhape'for what the.imen think nay
conveying the list of witnesses he lize.
be a long absence, and those expect
to
in
tesli
summoned
be
Rebel Juntas have been organized
give
suggested
to get away about Saturday.
moiiy at the hearing:
parts of northern Sonora and
Major General Wm. H. Carter, who
Feb. 26, 1913.
me said to be working with Governor vill command all the troops sent into
Hon. W. E. Rogers,
Maytorena, who has refused to accept Texas, left Chicago at 6:30 last night,
State House,
government. accompanied by his staff.
th Huerta provisional
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
At Pilares, 1000 rebels are reported to
REGULARS IN POWER.
My dear Mr. Rogers:
bo in arms, and another group at Can-r- .
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 26. With the
I submit in this letter a
list of iea under Ciril Ramirez is said to
d.sarming yesterday of the former Ma1500 mutinous volunteers.
contain
dero volunteers, the regular army
on
page eight).
(Continued
The regular garrisan at Agua Prieta holds full power at Juarez.
Colonel
men
has been reduced to 200
by the Manuel Lands, the regular army oftoday, ficer who commanded the regular
disarming of the volunteers
ind General Ojeda has sent a rest to troops, today was made military mayMexico City for reinforcements to pre- or of the border town, and a recent
vent an attack by the new rebels on city election cancelled.
the Mexican border town, which nearThe Mexican Central railway has
rover this portfolio, but another which ly abuts Douglas.
been cut again, this time, by former
Madero volunteers at a point near
he did not regard as in his line of
CHICAGOANS PATRIOTIC.
work, he concluded to remain in the
Chicago, III., Feb. 20. A light horse .liminez. Traffic is open, however,
house of representatives.
buttery, which has been formed by ftom Juarez to Chihuahua City
It became known today that Mr. n ore than twenty Chicago business
San Francsieo, Calif., Feb. 26 In a
Palmer was offered the portfolio oi men and which is to be one of the first message to a local paper, dated
secretary of war, and based his dec' volunteer bodies to offer its services Carmel, Calif., Feb. 25, Mrs. John
lination upon the fact that he is of to the country in case of war, appear- Kenneth Turner, wife of the American
It also became ed in its first regular uniform drill vriter, whose detention by the auQuaker ancestry.
known that Mayor Newton D. Baker lust night.
thorities at Mexico City occasioned
was offered a
of Cleveland, Ohio,
declarKiuch diplomatic negotiation,
"MANEUVER."
WILL
cabinet portfolio, but refused because
II. C, Feb. 20. With ed that she has protested to President
Washington,
he has projects in mind for the city
prospect of armed opposition to the Taft by telegram at the second arrest
of Cleveland.
in Mex- ot her husband, and continues:
today new provisional government
Those best informed said
Mr. Turner is not a Maderist nor an
ico, reduced to a few small threatensettled
t
President-elechas
Wilson
that
cd uprisings by followers of the late adherent of any faction whatever In
fill
the
could
acceptably
upon who
President Madero, it is the opinion of Mexico. He is simply observing the
secretaryship of the interior, agricul- edministration
officials
here that situation from a writer's point of
ture, commerce and labor and attorney
lew, as a correspondent would obfor the use of the military
general, but that It had not been de- rhance8
interests serve It. His detention Is an outrage
termined how the four portfolios arm to protect American
that should arouse all American citihave greatly diminished.
would be distributed.
The concentration of troops at Gal- zens who care, for their international
Should the senate pass, and President Taft sign the bill creating a de- veston will continue but admittedly lienor into violent protest."
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 26. Danger
the purpose is now principally to test
partment of labor, the president-elec- t
would have on additional cabinet of- the working of the new system of of rebellion anywhere in Lower CaliMajor General fornia, was denied today by Mexican
ficer to appoint. It is not known here aimy
how far suggestions for filling that Carter, commander of the second di - Consul Gomez. His reports are that
vision, due to arrive in Galveston existing border patrois are sumcieni
post have gone.
within the next 24 hours, will take and that the troops are loyal and will
the opportunity afforded by the as- - abide by the result in Mexico City.
zo. oecre'
asmngton, v. u.,
sembly of a complete division or;
t.cops to put them tlirougn meir- tury Stimson todayy assured Senators
races, thus affording the various regi- Culberson and Sheppard that every
neiital and brigade commanders prac-- i possible precaution would be taken
tically their first opportunity to direct to protect the Texas border against
movements of the large bodies ot 'i'ids by rebels from Mexico. He in
the
of
be
will
tients
Ray Paris,
n
that would fall to their command formed Mr. Culberson that one regimt
invl-the New York banker at whose
'
ment of infantry and a battery had
of war.
l.i
time
tat ion Dr. Friedman came to this
1 een removed
Is
as
from El Paso to join tne
division
If
the
complete
'
country.
division at Galveston, so as to
"What I wish to do," said the doc- sembled in Galveston, at Texas inCity, second
the l.e at the closest possible point to
and
tor, "is to treat fifty or more chil- about seven miles distant,
him that the
dren with tuberculosis knees, for in camp Just opened near Houston before - Vera Cruz, but assured
mili- troops would be replaced at El Paso
the
the
of
week,
end
Ihe
treatpresent
such cases the results of my
would be
ment are more quickly apparent than tury experts feel that they will have and that a sufficient force
the frontier in
when applied to other forms of the accomplished a creditable feat It is l ept there to protect
that the movement appears to be that vicinity. He promised an addi
disease. The results can be observed
even by the layman.
ery slow In comparison with the re--I tional troop of cavalry.
In a letter to Senator Sheppard, Mr.
mobilization of the allied
"The method I prefer Is to nave pa- markable
mat-- j Stimson said:
But
as
a
the
Balkans.
in
Ipiniles
I
can
tients brought to me so that
as that
"It is not intended to withdraw any
make a personal examination and ad- ter of fact such distances
if.om Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., andjef the cavalry on the Texas border
minister the treatment myself. Where
would but on the contrary, every precaution
this is not possible, I would be glad Fort Suelling, to GalveBton,
of will be taken to niaintain an effectual
resources
the
taxed
work
greatly
jlnve
to have the patient's physician
de-- j guard
there. Of course, It must be
'the
best
quartermaster
European
under me and see me treat a number
that the regular army is
membered
rc
tment.
of typical cases. I hope to be able jpiii
extremely small and when It becomes
22ND INFANTRY MOVES.
to instruct in this way a number of
as it is now, to mobilize a
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 20. The Twen-prominent physicians from various
to- - f..rce of ten or fifteen thousand men
moving
began
infantry
of
the
country."
parts
of preparing an expe-.- .
three trains for the
Among the doctor's callers was Dr. day from Fort Bliss. The Citv. nearitiition topurpose
of the country it
co
out
tn
Tpvdb
n,chnH
Edwin T. Watkins of Memphis, Tenn.,
t
is said, the order to pro leaves very few troops within the
commissioned by the board of health Galveston,-iceed to Brownsville being withdrawn.
ot that city to Investigate the
(Continued on page four).
El Paso business men who protest-

iial

rowmiitee of
The coal oil prole
the house, Major Win. II. II. Llewellyn, chairman, asuembleJ iMs
about

2

o'c,

in the room

usually occupied by Mia
ormmittee for the puiuo--

judiciary

or determ-

ining upon procedure li. the proposed
investigation.
Major Llewellyn asked that the
committee record show that nt a meet
ing at 9 a. m or thereabouts, Judge
L. C. Collins appeared before the committee and submitted a letter containing a list of witnesses he thought of
material value in bringing out the
facts at issue.
Major Llewellyn stated that he took
to a portion of Judge
exception
Collins' letter In which the attorne
made, reference to the fact that he
believed the investigation stiould include all persons connected in any
way with the coal oil matter and
should not be conn ne-- ! .to Mr. Dunne,
city editor of tne Se7 V.e'xan. Mj-o- r
Llewellyn stated that the purpose
of the investigation was to bring )ut
all of the facts without respect to who
was involved and that he Wenlcd"
the inferences in Julge Collins' lette.
It waB then decided "to Issue a subpoena for J. E. Hannum, Alhj'mero.ue,
agent for the Continental i cam
pany.
"We can't take any testimony unJI
said
we get some one to testifv,"
1

,

j

Frou-Texa-

CABINET.SLA TE HEADED BY
WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2(3. The
personnel of the cabinet of President
Wilson, as partially made known last
conl ight by information
reaching
gressional quarters, stood, today practically unchanged, namely:
,
Secretary ot State William J. Bry-ei:of Nebraska.
Secretary of the Treasury Wm. G.
McAdoo, of New York.
Secretary of the Navy Josephus
Daniels, of North Carolina.
Postmaster General Albert Sidney
Burleson, of Texas.
Some published reports including
Ihe names of Chancellor E. R. Walker,
cf New Jersey, as attorney general,
were not confirmed.
The names of Representatives A.
Mitchell Palmer, of Pennsylvania, and
Robert L, Henry, of Texas, as cabinet
also became definitely
established during the conferences
held at the capltol early today. Mr.
Tfalmer was tendered a cabinet position but declined it. He had been
rvominently mentioned as attorney
general, but as the tender did not

'

j

ALLEGED T. B. CURE WILL

BE TESTED IN NEW MEXICO

Washington, D. C, Feb. 26. Surgeon General Blue, of the public
health service, has arranged for tesfs
pig hygienic
in the government's
laboratory of the Frledmann vaccine
for pulmonary tuberculosis, which was
delivered yesterday to Dr. Milton H
Foster, of the service, in New York,
by Dr. Frledmann when he landed
from Germany.
Surgeon Blue said today that when
the vaccine was received In Washington it would first be subjected to rigid
upon
laboratory tests and to tests
animals and culture media. If these
are satisfactory the vaccine will bs
sent to the public health service
at Fort Stanton, New Mex .
for actual tests upon sufferers from
pulmonary tuberculosis.
New York, Feb. 26. Dr. Friederich
F. Friedman, the young German physician heralded as the discoverer of
a cure for tuberculosis, announced today that he would begin treating patients as soon as he secures a suitable laboratory. Among the first pa- sani-tcriu-

son-in-la-
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26, 1913.

adroitness of which they are
roasters, they have contrived to foster
tbe impression with each of these
that he is their
CAN REAP BENEFIT
choice, and will be the Republican
convention choice, for the presidency
in 1910.' And, with the same smiling
satisfaction with which numerous good
SOME REASONS WHY THIS STATE CANNOT
men gone before have listened to this
AFFORD TO FAIL IN BEING REPRESENsiien song, each has fallen into the
AT
SAN
net.
TED AT THE EXPOSITION
The first part of the deep game
MAKE OURSELVES
MUST
DIEGO. WE
rlayed by the Old Guard leaders has
been more than successful. They
THE OLD GUARD REPUBLICAN ORGANIKNOWN TO THE WORLD.
ibave thoroughly enmeshed the four
FOR A victims whom they are parading as the
ZATION
ARE STRIVING
(Communicated)
leaders and real movers in the plan
WITH THE PROGPEACE
PACT
for purifying the Republican party,
It has been our purpose to bring
have been so successful, in fact,
ht'fore the people of New Mexico a
They
RETO
BEGIN
THEY
RESSIVES,
that some of them have been unable to
few of the many beneflis to be derived
OF THE repress a sardonic joke about it.
THE STRENGTH
ALIZE
by this state, a few of the inevitable
There is daily furnished in the senate
results to be obtained, from their efCON the amazing spectacle of La Follette
AND WOULD
MOVEMENT
forts to show before the people of thd
world, the visitor, the investor, and
hobnobbing on terms of frienship and
SOLIDATE.
the homeseeker, the innumerable reintimacy with Penrose, Smoot, Crane
sources, many as yet undeveloped,
and Hoot. One of the stock entertain-menuthat are of Interest to people in all
of the Kepjbl'.jan cloakroom is,
D. C, Feb. 26. The
Washington,
the walks of life and the ineffable Old Guard
leaders in ii, the language of one of the senaRepublican
opportunity, the
Washington with the help of a laryo tors: "The sight of La Follette sitting
Exposition to be held in San Diego newspaper click and the substantial o.i the arm or .Fenroses cnair ana
an
indeed
is
throughout the year 1915,
(assistance of certain press associa- - playing with Penrose's watchfob."
opportunity overflowing with possi- (ions, is industriously striving to yr:- La Follette and Cummins have YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR
HARDWARE
bilities. An exhibit, such as New
the special victims of an unthe
pioved
the
pie
impression
throughout
Mexico will undoubtedly make, will
To
trick.
FROM
US.
give
WE
DOWN
OUR
WHEN
transparent
PRICES
SQUEEZE
WE
MARK OUR
be
usually
to
a
is
there
that
reorganireturn to her during the next twelve country
zation of the Republican party. This verisimilitude to their new professions GOODS.
of
life
the
the
exposimonths, during
to plans of progressiveism, the Old Guard put
tion and the months that are to fol- leorganization according
on the
oth these
lead- senate
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
adopted
Republican
by
to
the total aplow, amounts equal
' frteering committee" appointed
to
me
ue
to
enectea
is
'
tnrougn
propriation asked for from the tourist
out the Republican legislative TIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
travel alone without taking into con medium of a national convention to map
weeks of this
federation the paramount benefits to le held some time next fall. Senators program for the closing
with La Follette METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
be obtained from those who will come Crane and Root are most active in the stssion. They named
new
within the boundary lines of our statiicpen promotion of (his plan. Senator and Cummins, those enthusiastic
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages to
Oliver,
ALFALFA SEED.
to
converts
progressiveism,
which
Root
in
statement
issued
a
has
of
take advantage
its unsurpassed
farther
a
Root.
and
Smoot
step
.Going
a
lit advocates the holding of such
opportunities.
M. If Its Hardware We Have-- j
in the game, they facilitated the re- . mI!'?; Phone
euoijd
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
What has New Mexico to offer to the convention, for two purposes:
caucus
this
to
the
by
Republican
port
in
to
make
nc
"First;
representation
immigrant, the homeseeker, that
of a program of
other state in the southwest can of- rational conventions proportional to steering committee
almost entirely
made
up
legislation
correctthe
fer and what are the reasons why thfe
Republican vote; that is,
f bills introduced ana ratnerea Dy
Pbone Black
r
Phone Black
will turn his face towards ing the disproportion in what is spoka Follette.
The Sunshine State? These questions en of as the 'southern representa Mr.
45
45
The trick in this ought to be plain
are answerable in a very few words. t'on.
"Kepnnrl- tn nprmit ttlo PpnnlilipntlR even to men about whose ears the
First, let us see what this state has
to offer the landless man. There are r,f Pneh st'atP tn pleot
to 1 residential bee is humming. There
today in the state of New Mexico ap- national conventions
in their own is no more chance of these bills be
proximately 13,500,000 acres of land way, so that the choice in each state coming law at this session than there
that are eligible to agriculture.
Of vill be regulated according
to the Is of Woodrow Wilson resigning his
And the next
new office tomorrow.
these 13,500,000 acres there is being laws of the state."
cultivated today approximately 2.425,- This means
that Senator Root, congress which is to meet in special
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
will be
(H0 acres which leaves over 11,000,000 efter
borne a prominent part session within a few weeks,
Democrats in both
con.
rolled
acres open to the investor, the home- ii. thehaving
the
by
convennational
Republican
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporWOOD
seeker and the immigrant for agricul Hon of 1912 and after having defended senate and house. These Old Guard
as
off
the
are
stage
tant part. The grandfather would
to
In
the
leaders
addition
purposes.
passing
tural
ag that convention and the
it
ricultural lands there are approx- committee for many months,outrages
now con- dominant legislative factors. Their
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- imately 25,000,000 acres of grazing fesses that that convention was wrong power is already gone, and they know
land in this state of which approxiern home and why all this light? To
pnd admits that provision must be U.
to now, they make a show of new
mately 12,600,000 acres are now being made to
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
of it.
a
Fancy Lump
repetition
prevent
make the home more homelike to make
used for grazing purposes.
Second,
But while Senator Root s public fou i d virtue by falsely presenting
let us see why this land will be in
which
measures
they
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
pronouncement on the subject seems leadership and
teresting to the homeseeker. In no lo aim at a really honest and praise- - know cannot be effective and which
for father, mother and children. Oood light
section of the southwest Is the price v
not be presented if there wero
orthy object, nearly all of the clr-- j vould
of land so closely within the reach ot
effecbe
could
chance
that
they
my
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Phone One Double O J.
the average homeseeker as in New cumstances attendant upon the effort tive.
he
are
and
Old
Guard
other
leaders
desired.
Mexico. In California the price ol
Devil was sick, the Devil a
land ranges from $100 to $500 per acre making tend to confirm the suspicion "When the
would
monk
to
be;
and from that up to $1,000 per acre that their real purpose is merely
with When the Devil was well, the Devil a
and in some favored sections up as f e( up another stalking-horsmonk was he."
In New jvhich again to attempt to deceive the
high as $5,000 per acre.
Aioxico the homeseeker can buy land voters and, if possible, bind the peo-- i
THE RELIABLE
from $5 an acre to $23 an acre, m l ie anew to "The Party of Privilege BOY GETS NICKEL:
some sections $50 to $100 an acre and'''"" Snecml Interest.'
RESTORES $1000
lne Proposed new Republican
cultivated lands from $100 to $:i00 an
Another interesting feature to tlonal convention is avowedly to be
tlio landless man is that the average lle' 'n ,ne hope, of enticing back to
"
;
Sunbury, Pa., Feb. 26 Following
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
fine oi lax assessment on cultivated lnt!lr 010 anegiance nnmoers oi
Ii is mother's teachings that honesty is
land is about $3.85 per acre.
Are I.ttblicans who left their party after the best policy, Arthur Young, 12
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
there any better reasons why
the iniquitous convention of last year years old, returned to George Haines,
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
would profit by displaying lie; and joined the Progressive party. The a man reputed to be welathy and a
IENT as to touch the button and
resources to the world?
Old Guard bosses have no intention large land owner here, a roll of J10OU
your stove is ready to cook your
Have Your House Wired While You Can
The San Diego exposition has been whatever of surrendering their grasp in bills which the lad had saved from
named "The Exposition of Opportuni- upon the party organlaztion and ma- being blown into the Susquehanna
iron ready to use, your toasted
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
ty." Its primary purpose is to bring chinery. They have some realization river between this place and Shamo-kito man a run and complete knowledge fl length, however, of the extent to
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacudam.
Of bis individual onnnrtnnifv
In ho which thev are discredited through
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Haines thanked him, and, pulling
Percolators, Grille,
Phone 223 J.
P.reat states of the west to find a home out tne country and are seeking as out some
his
he
from
pockef,
change
Irons, Etc.
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat,
wllprp nlimnHn
nnnl!flnD
"
uuuuiuuua ai unequal- test they can to mollify the national picked out a
piece and, telling
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
led in the world; where the land is d strust of themselves in the
hope of hiin he was an honest boy, passed on
for
calling to man to come and find pros- climbing back once more to power.
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
to
the bank.
his way
In this effort to
perity and comfort, and where is now
their tar- aad night' Estimates and full inforday
the greatest assurance of profitable rshed fame,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
they are adroitly making
mation
cheeerfully given.
returns on invested canital. Tn An. ail possible use
of certain
will refund money if
Your
other sense does the San Diego ex- v ho, having attained some gentlemen PAZO druggist
cure
to
falls
OINTMENT
any
reputation
position spell "Opportunity." It of- fcr being progressive, still continue to case of
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
fers to these states, now so needful
with the Republican party. Chief Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
fct
of settlement to develop their vast of these men are
Senators La Follette,
ana varied resources, an
unparalleled ot Wisconsin; Cummins, of Iowa, and
Biabee
EI
and
To
Paao'
A
Douglass
inLruiruuiAruxruiJutnAAnruuunjig
EDAM C AWT
PP
to present an immense
opportunity
Had-ley- ,
Borah, of Idaho, and
rlVUlTl OAIl I A PC all points in New Mexico, Arinumber of prospective
s
of Missouri.
with exhibits peculiarly inductive of
zona. Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Mr. La Follette came to Washingimmigration.
ton with a long record of distinguishCENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Again let us ask, where
can we ed progressive achievement and he
PHONE 85 MAIN.
avail ourselves
of more complete improved that record in the first
Modern GroceryCo.
facilities for exploiting the resource
of
his
but
service
could
he
here,
yiars
of New Mexico than at the
not stand the shock of personal disexposition, at San Diego appointment in 1912, when his vigorduring 1915?
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
ous and widely extended canvass for
WOOD
the
LUMP
nominaSAWED
CERRILLOS
Republican
presidential
MINISTER FOOLED IN A '
tion failed to arouse a popular reCORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
tive
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HOW NEW MEXICO

THEY WANT TO

I'suedo-progressiv-

Removal Notice

THE WINTER

REORGANIZE

PARTY

GROCERY CO.

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

INTER

GROCERY GO.

;

yvvr

Panama-Californi-

WHOLESALE

a

RETAIL

AND

1

psuedo-progressive- s

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

'l

LEO HERSCH

land-seeke-

I

LIGHT

-

e

Wood

oal

SAWED

j

DAWSON COAL

-

j

" BUY IT OP CRICHTON."

i

j

e

V. SPARKS, ELECTRICIAN,

POWER

e.

i.

N'

n

i

'

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

rt

home-maker-

V East
or
West

The

Best
Route

raEffl
F

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX, Qp&p

Panama-Californi-

A

HORSE

DEAL-

j

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

jM

'The West Point of the Southwest.

TO CAN!

sponse.

also came to Washington with a distinguished record Of
public achievement in his own state,
but he failed to arouse popular en
thusiasm.
Mr. Borah, after a varied and some'
what stormy career in Idaho, came to
V. ashington equipped
In all points
save one for leadership among the
progressives in the senate. That one
was a fatal inability or unwillingness
ic take a bold and unequivocal stand
Mr. Cummins

Aurora, 111., Feb 26. W. A. Evans
ot Plainfield, who quit a pu pit teni- jorarily to go to farming told in the
justice court how ,ie had beeii shamefully deceived by a Chicago horse
trader ,one Felix k'ybski, who sold
him a
horse inder a written guarantee
he was of "sound
vlnd."
"He sold me the kdti- which coughs
every step," said the idignant nito
ister.
when occasion demanded.
NEXT SALAD
The guarantee, however, was hard
Mr. Hadley is best explained In the
to decipher. Some who examined the
words he himself wrote, when he
writing said it gun. auttwd a horse of said: "I am
Is Simply Delicious!
remaining regular this
'sound mind" not "souu l win1."
year for reasons of expediency which
U'ight not obtain outside of Missouri."
!4 lb. Cans, 20c
The plain truth is that these men
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
I lb. Cans, 35c
f.re actuated by perfectly legitimate
by local applications, as they cannot but
ambipersonal
reach the diseased portion ot the ear. tion. Each of them fancies that someThere is only one way to cure deaf- how, some way, some time, the presiness, and that is by constitutional dency may come to him and each of
FULL LINE OF LENTEN
remedies. Deafness is caused by an them is
shaping his course with that
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin- ambition as his
of
star.
None
guiding
ing of tbe Eustachian Tube. When them, apparently, realize that one of)
Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- the
distinguishing characteristics of
Canned Fish, Cheese, Etc.
ling Bound or imperfect hearing, and the awakened civic conscience In the
when it is entirely closed, Deafness la Vnlted States is a sound and enduring
the result, and unless the inflamma- disgust for
walk
political tight-roption can be taken out and this tube re- crs.
is more admired by the
Nothing
stored to its normal condition, hear average voter nowadays than the
ing will be destroyed forever; nine courage which leads a public man to
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- take a clear and unequivocal' stand on
tarrh, which is nothing but an in- cne side or the other of public ques
flamed condition of the mucous
tions. But there is no sound so sweet
C.
to the ears of the ambitious politician
We will give One Hundred Dollars as the subdued humming of the presi
foi any case ef Deafness (caused by dential bee, although there is no
catarrh) that cannot be cured by music so subversive of sound judgHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- ment and so destructive of common
sense.
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
The wise and wily politicians of the
Sold by Druggist. 75c.
Old Guard who are now directing the
Take Hall's Family Plllo for consti- movement for ,. Republican "purification," understand this well. With all 3uunruuruuuuinnninnuuinntniD
pation,
nl
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eal wNm Weed

a

wind-brjke-

AGENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

CALIFORNIA

Juna Fish
FOR YOUR

It

BARTELDESi

s

"Fixit Shop

Western Seeds
For Western Planters

E

Once

used-Alwa-

h

y

used. If not

E

ai your dealer, we will supply you
direct.
Our I91J Catalogue Free,

D

OUR SPECIALTY DRY
SEEDS.

S

Boi

GUNS, BICYCLE,

LOCK, KEY

FARM-N- O

UPHOLSTERING

aad

SPECIALTIES

BARTELDES SEED CO.

HE

j

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

1804,

Dept.

4,

DENVER, COL

128

Galisteo St. Phone

109

J

vision-distortin- g

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located

In the beautiful Pecos
Valley 3.700 feet above sealevel,

sunshine every day. Open air .
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA I, such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Kast-eTen buildings,
colleges.
modern In every respect.
Regents

:

K. A. CAHOO.V. President.
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

f

For particulars and Illustrated
address,

C0L.JAS. W.WILLSON.Snpt.

cata-ogu-

j

j

i

nWASf:inGTON,D.C.

KrJ

MARCH 4, 1913.

e

Fresh Fish,
Oysters,
K. Meats

Modern GroceryCo.

h

j

INAUGURATION

ROO
TRIP

RATE,

$67.05

Dates of Sale, Feb. Jitn, 27th, 28th
and March 1st, HI J.

Return Limit, March

101b, I9IJ.

Return Journey Must Be Completed
March lotn, l13.

By

For particulars call on any
Santa Fe Agent.

I. S.

LUTZ,

Aft., Santa Fe,

N. M.

Furniture
Crating
Specialty, and

We
Is Our
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
so that You Need Not Hesitate to Ship It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.

JtLLin
ejHrcacf
and Cheaply Done.

Neatly

J.F.RHOADS
::
Telehoiel57

W.

SANTA FE. N. M.

X04 GALISTEO ST.

A lima want ad costs ttut a few.
cents and brings wonderful results
when published la the New Huafcas,
Try one.
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COUNTY OPTION BILL

IS BADLY AMENDED

AC AMCBIAM IIIAMCM IM IIIAOCr ADDCf
BY MARY BOYLE O'REILLY.

county option bill thiit Is more or No. 183 RequHng corporations
of a curiosity as such legislation ruing stock to declare, annually, th
and their
fcoes, passed the house yesterday. H amount of their dividends
.
was House Substitute for House Rill total profits in order that shnrehold-Noalso
be
ers
measure
passed
being
may
protected,
22, the original
The house passed 11. B. No. 17, by
the bill which created so much ex
Mr.
Young Giving convicts 10 days
citement in the house a few weeks
una and which resulted in its being! a month time allowance on sentences
for! for good behavior, and House Substi-facto the comlmttee
re drafting. It was reported, placed tute for H. R No. 72, relative to the
from
there disposition of funds
liquor
on the calendar and remained
The original bill licenses. This bill requires, that
pending printing.
introduced by Messrs. Chrisman, cept where a special tax Is imposed
Carter, Campbell, Llewellyn, Moreno" ' for city purposes, these monies shall
revert to the school fund.
and Mullens.
These new bills were introduced
But as the bill passed the house, it
was amended so that it would require yesterday:
ReH. B. No. 250, by Mr. Chaves
thirty-fivper cent of the qualified
persons and corvoters In any county to sign a petition quiring
fo i an election and they would be com- porations doing business In this statu
pelled to bear the expense of the el- to have a license.
H. B. No. 251, by Mr. Sanchez An
ection themselves.
act
for the protection of laborers.
comOtherwise, the measure is a
B. No.
by Mr. Evans An
bination county and municipal option actli. to amend 252,
section 16, chapter 53
law, since it gives the right for whole of the laws of the 38th
legislative astountiea to vote dry or for any city,
town or village to forbid the sale or sembly.
H. B. No.
Messrs. Clancy and
manufacture of liquor. Chief opposi-tio- Manzanares 233, by
for a bridge
Providing
to the bill arose from the charge
across the Pecos river near Ft. Sumthat such legislation was useless and ner.
thai until the federal government enH. B. No. 254, by Mr. Nichols Pro
acted a law to prohibit the shipping oi
viding for an armory at Clovis.
states
wet
into
states
from
dry
liquors
An
H. B. No. 255, by Mr. Speaker
and from wet counties into dry counto investigate the water supply of
act
ties, the local option acts would prove New Mexico lands, conserve
same,
inefflcient. Mr. Rogers said that he etc.
was informed by temperance workers
H. B. No. 25G, by Mr. M. C. de Baca
that in Roswell alone, there was more
Relative to the government of comr.nd worse booze being used
today
land grants.
munity
and
voted
the
before
than
dry
city
B.
H.
No. 257, by Mr. Clancy Apin
from
all because it could be shipped
the outside. Mr. Toombs said he propriating $4,000 for a bridge across
would vote for the bill but he con- the Pecos river at Anton Cliico.
II. B. No. 25S, by Mr. Speaker Pro
The
sidered it a useless measure.
local option bill took up most of the viding for a force ot clerk.H and stenotime of the house yesterday after- graphers in the office of the traveling
noon. It Is said the measure is not auditor.
viewed with favor by a number of senH. B. No. 259, by
To
ators and that its chance of passing amend sections 3373 and 3377 of laws
of 1837.
in the senate are not excellent,
H. B. No. 2G0, by Messrs. Smith and
BILL TO PUBLISH
SPANISH ARCHIVES PASSED. Carter To amend section 4078 of the
laws of 1897.
Several other measures passed the
H. B. No. 201, by Mr. Gurule Foi
house yesterday. The bill appropriatdis- the extermination of the loco
weed
ing J3,500 for the publication and
tribution of the Spanish Archives pas- and providing for a bounty for each
sed without a vote in opposition. This pound destroyed.
A large number of committee
re
measure was introduced at the request
of friends of Col. Ralph E. Twitchell ports were received.
and the Spanish Archives are compilations made by Mr. Twitchell after TAFT TO TELL
SCRIBES FAREWELL.
years of painstaking work. These archives are invaluable to the Btate,
Washington, D. C, Feb. 26. Presicontaining an Indexed record of every dent Taft's last speech as executive
ancient document in the history of probably will be made here Saturday
New Mexico that has not been de- night to Potomac Council, Knights ot
stroyed. They are especially valuable Columbus. He will say farewell 'Saturin clearing up title to real estate, day to members of the National Press
Spanish grants, mining properties and club.
water rights and in all legal contests.
They contain descriptions of every MINERS VOTE BIG
SUM TO AID STRIKERS.
early Spanish settler In New Mexico,
his lands, history, etc. The coBt of
Peoria, 111., Feb. 26. Illinois state
compiling the work has been great miners In convention today unaniand Colonel Twitchell asks the Btate mously voted to give the West Virto aid him in the publication of the ginia miners $900,000, if necessary,
ork.
to the success of., the, strikers' cause
' '8. B. No. 15 Authorizing the state The sum Includes a levy of $100,000
supreme court to adopt a seal was and the $SOO,000 now in the Illinois
passed without opposition and H. B. miners' union.
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CLASS-STRUGGL-

EIGN.

j

e

s

e

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

years' revolution is a family affair
class struggle.
lie wiruiy
"The peon is waking.
knows it yet, but ho if? restless and
easily irritated. We must keep our
hands off. Let them work out. the':
national life for themselves.
'Our country rests on its commo'i

OF CONSUL AT JUAREZ DRAWS THE LINE ONLY AT BROKEN
MEANS MAS'
STOVES FIRED FROM CANNON: INTERVENTION
SACRE OF AMERICANS WHO HAVE ALREADY ENDURED MUCH;
PEONS ARE APPROACH-I"MEXICO FOR MEXICANS," THE CRY;
AGAINST CAPITALISTS, NATIVE AND FOR
A

WIFE

A

t

MPVIT A DirTMPPH

By Mary Boyle O'Reilly.

Denver, Colorade Springs
and Pueblo.

the time when I would have held people so should Mexico,
Juarez, Mexico, Feb. 2;',. The
almost easy, for
"It is simple,
from his
out. my hand to keep him
velous courage of American women
all Americans, the destruction of Amrnnnn that lets them smile in the duty.
The time comes when the patriotic ericau property.
It
of awful death is the one thing
that stands out for me above all thing Is to live ones love oi coun-- troops to cross the bonier, but armed
intervention means the massacre of;T
other things here In northern Mexico, try, not to talk .it. Husband and
The rebels, who urn revolutionists
where bullets are just stopping their jr.re trying to stand for what we would
flying and where bullets are likely to like to have our country stand for inland not merely armed bandits, give
Mexico.
specific reasons tor their revolt. They
lly again at any moment.
"The causes of this revolution arj charge that President Madero entered ;T
I talked, in my travels, with Mrs
Ltiev Fdwards. wife of our Consul at! of long and complicated growtli. Ke 10 me Dig lanu noiuers, dtoiuj his.
public lands, put all
Juarez. She is a heroine of two bat-- volt first started when a Mexican shot! promise to divide
in office, maintained bus- ties. Today, in her home in the Culle1 a Texas cowboy's wife and was burn-- his relations
mar-(see-

-

1

LINE TO

SHORTEST

i

WHERE DIRHCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

j

I

j

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

1

THROUGH LINK TO

Saft Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc , call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
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Do
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Do not say "business tomorrow" for this phrase carries with
The man who first said this
of lost opportunities.
lost his life by failing to open a letter giving warning of a conIt

the threat

spiracy against him.

Do what you have to do do today; do your buying today;
take advantage of the opportunities THE NEW MEXICAN'S advertisers offer you today. The cause of the particular buying
opportunities they offer you in their advertisements today ma
be uncommon conditions. If you pass by these opportunities to
secure exceptional values, high quality, and remarkable prices,
you are not doing your duty to yourself and your family.

Cerado del Teatro, between th bull
ring and the federal cavalry camp,
she goes about her duties calmly,
expecting any moment to hear wild
shouts and a fusilade ot rifle balls!
"We have, grown' used to bullets,"
she laughs.
"But last time, when the rebels
began firing sections of old stoves

1

i

well, really!"
Mrs. Edwards is a typtcai western
woman, fearless, patriotic and witty.
"Once I was a church worker," she
Now I
said, "also an Episcopalian.
am only a consul's wife.
"Sometimes I wonder if the country
at large realizes what the consular
service means in Mex'co.
"Mr. Edwards, for instance, has
served through two battles and faced
a mob three times. My husband accepted office seven years ago when
there was no danger.
Today our
country needs him and I have nevei

71

If

s

laUJTTA.

MRS
I.rCY EDWARDS: HER!
HOME, THE AMERICAN CONSUL
ATE AT JUAREZ, AND A MEXICAN
GAMIN
SOLDIER AND STREET
BY JUGGINS, STAFF
SKETCHED
ARTIST.

j

Your failure to spend a few minutes each day on the advantages presented by THE NEW MEXICAN'S advertisers hurts in
the place where it hurts most In these days of high cost of living the pocketbook.
Make your motto "business today," not "business tomorrow"; read the advertisements in THE NEW MEXICAN closely
and constantly today and every day.

formerly called Rio Chiquito street,Countv o? iand on the South, bv nronertv of
with great foreign
rimirt for nn'l Dorothea M. de Mottlev. hefni? thn
same premises, conveyed to saht
in the First Judicial District.
demonstration, admittedly
These things inav or may not be
l.ttia Felipe Delgado by Manual Valdes and
and
Towne
Bessie
Beatty
can. Under the guise of that excite true. But this I know: It needs only
son Beatty by her next Mend, wife, by deed, dated October 15, 1891.
ment this revolution broke out an
civil war between
All that certain tract or parcel of
parkto
movement.
"
....Inra n.,rt Iho rnlprt in Mexico.
land, situate, lying and being in the
Mexico is so fear-t- e
"No foreigner-ibetween
cap
dons awj the peons
City of Santa Fe, in the County ot
ed and disliked as the gringo (A men-ca- ital and labor, as we say at home."
Santa Fe and State of New Mexico,
Summons,
is
the
sees
the
for
the
),
peon
type
Mrs. Edwards,". I said, "you are!
curt, grasping agent for covetous and known as the most beloved woman in The State of New Mexico to Sinclair with a house of eleven rooms and a
corral built thereon, situated In the
conscienceless
capitalists the men Juarez. Will you tell me why?"
Beatty. Defendant, Greeting:
now urging intervention.
You are hereby commanded to be City of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
sensitive
Mrs. Edwards' clever,
"What right have we to intervene? face flushed to the line of her pretty and appear before the First Judicial State of New Mexico. Bounded and
as follows:
Measuring
Mexico is for the Mexicans. This two gray hair, as her hands made a quick, District Court of the State of New described
from east to west on the south side,
Mexico, sitting within and for the
deprecating gesture.
t
feet, and on the north
"Our neighbors make too much of County of Santa Fe, that being the
what happened during the battle, ' County in which the complaint here- side seventy feet; and from north to
she explained. "Every house in Juarez in is filed, within 20 days after the south on the east side one hundred
Of uurviro nf thta summons to answer to and twenty-fou- r
feet, and on the west
was under fire for two days.
course, the consulate was safe. I I th,, eomnlaint of Bessie Beatty Tow.iei side one hundred and fourteen feet
well, if you must know, but please inn(1 Msi jaci,B0Il ueattv. by her next nd is bounded on the east by Bridge
n the west by property of
don't print it I went round the neigh-- friendi prancjs c. AVilson, in an
borhood gathering in endangered wo tion to partition the following
Miguel Silva, on the north by Water
TI
fetreet, and on the south by property
men.
ed real estate;
"We had forty-odrefugees here
All the following described lot or of said Miguel Silva.
All that certain tract or parcel of
j panic stricken,
starving, their lips parcel of land, situate, lying and eing
Colonel Trom-- ! in
cracked with thirst.
the Town of Santa Fe, in the Coun- land in the Second Ward of the City
Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
boreal, the federal general, was killed
Mexty o Santa Fe and State of New
near the garden gate.
State of New Mexico, described aa folico,
"Our Chinese boys cooked all the
lows; Beginning at the N. W. corCommencing at the S. V corner",
time. My pet poultry was the first tc
of said premises, thence, South
ner
to
and running East Eighty (80) feet
go into the pot au feu. Fortunately
Hun- 230 feet, thence easterly 92 feet to a
Two
S.
thence
the
E.
corner;
husband and I filled everything that
slake in the Arroyo acequia; thence
would hold water before the rebels dred (200) feet North; thence Eighty
Hundred
northerly 215 feet to a stake In the
thence
Two
feet
(SO)
West;
destroyed the reservoir. When the
Bounded on the North by
second days' battle ended I was doling (200) feet South, to place of begin- acequia:
out egg cups of water from the bath-- i ning. The above described plot oi Manhattan avenue, on the West by
land is bounded on the West by a lot the property of W. G. Simmons, on
tub.
owned
to
motor
"But the first American
by J. Vaughn; on the North by the South by an acequia, on the East
the property of Jesus Ma. Sancross the border brought me a sack the "Arroyo de las Mascuros;'1 on the
of flour and a toothbrush. Sakes alive! East by land owned by the TJ. S. Gov- doval.
An undivided
Interest in
How I cherished that
toothbrush!" ernment, and on the South by a pub
And the woman who has lived through lic street, the old name of which was the Boss Placer Mining claims, situate
one battle of Juarez, who calmly for Las Patois, and is situate in the in El Rito Mining district, in Rio Arsees a second fight about Juarez Northern portion of the town of Santa riba county. New Mexico said claim
(42) feet North of the is situated about three and a half
laughed like a girl for memory of j. e, Forty-twthat homely gift.
eld State House Grounds
miles North Easterly from the Town
"She was so stubborn she would
All thiii1 forfnin 4rnnt rii no mat sir 6f El Rito upon the Arroyo 9eco
not get out,' testifies
the consul,
,and sIluate ,ying and being ln Ward and Is more fully described In Book
frowning officially at his wife.
No. 3, of the City of Santa Fe, in Pre- No. 1 upon page 551 of the mining
to
One would
the man!
"Listen
No. 17, formerly Precinct No. records in Rio Arriba County
cinct
to
think I was a suffragette!" comments
4, of the County of Santa Fe, State of v hlch reference is hereby made.
Mrs. Edwards.
You are hereby notified
that un- New Mexico, said land
measuring
,
she look3
Merry and
less you appear and answer, as above
down the unpaved, sunburned street from East to West Nine (9) feet, and
where crouching Mexican women from North to South, One Hundred lequired, the said Plaintiff will take
f
judgment against you for the relief
(112
kneel by adobe house walls to blow and Twelve and
the handful of flreing beneath their feet, and is bounded on the East by demanded in the complaint. Including
'
property of S. S. Beatty, on the West the partition of the said real property
poor cooking pots.
She has seen that quaint calls ty property of the County of Santa hereinbefore described together with
j
choked with fighting men. She will, in Fe, known as the old Jail Building, or all costs of suit.
Witness the Honorable Edmond C.
all probability, see it again a scene of the South, by the property of said
battle. But neither memory nor an- - Miguel Silva, and on the North, by Abbott, Judge of the First Judicial
ticlpation will swerve her from doing Water street, formerly known as the District Court, State of New Mexico,
Rio Chiquito street, being a portion of within and for the County of Santa
her duty as
consul's wife.
the lands conveyed to said Miguel Fe, and the seal of said District Court
Pilva, by John II. Mink and wife by this 27th day of January, A. D. 1913.
NEW DELIUERy
M. A. ORTIZ,
ueed dated October 30th, 18?), and (SEAL.)
Clerk.
SERVICE HERE y recorded in 111 Recorders office
By EDW. L. S AFFORD, Deputy.
of the County of Santa Fe, in Book
The names of Plaintiffs Attorneys
uu lue
0" lu
Santa Fp Ik tn hnvo
huii,.v-- I 29th
are Wilson, Bowman & Dunlavy, and
of April, 1879.
day
service for packages and parcels at
Ail that certain tract or parcel of their address is Laughlin Block, Santa
ten cents. Anderson Brothers are the
situate, lying and being in Pre- - Fe, New Mexico.
oriiriiiatorsanrtmnnripfvnf.hmM,,!1311
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
'titerpri.se, and they promise prompt C!nct No- 4l ino the County ot Santa
and state
New Mexico, situate,
service and safe delivery of all par-FDepartment of the Interior, T7. 8.
eels placed in their hand's. They can lyinK and beinS in the Third (3rd) Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Jan
N- - M
be reached any time durine the dav Ward of tne cuy ot 8anta
uary 25, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Nicola
by phone. The installation of the ser-- Paid lot- wlth aI1 ue buildings
on
erected measures from East to Gonzales, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
vice at low rate of cost should find
liberal patronage among our city resi- - West, on the North side fronting on January 6, 1908, made Homestead
dents and prove to be a growing en-- ' water street. One Hundred and Thir- 05358, No. 12763, for S
SW
Sec.
NW
terprise. It is an institution of con- teen (113) feet, and from East to 20, N
Section 29, TownWest
on
will
and
South
the
venience
without doubt be
side, One Hundred ship 10 N., Range 13 F., N. M. P.
and Thirteen (113) feet, and from Meridian, has Sled notice of intention
appreciated.
North to South, on the East side Sevent- to make five year
proof, to establish
EIGHT-HOUy-seven
DAY
(77) feet and on the West claim to the land above described, beFOR MINE WORKERS. side, fronting on Bridge or Galisteo fore H. C. Klnsell, U. S. Comr.. at
and is Stanley, N. M., on March 6, 1913.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 26 The Colo-jia- street, Fifty-on- e
j
(51) feet,
Fuel & Iron company today an- - bounded on the East, by the property
Claimant
namea ' aa witnesses-Faustl- n
t ounced that It had granted an eight-li- t cf Crui Porata and Dorotea M. de
Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
ur day to its mine workers in the Mottley, on the West, by Bridg Tapla and Hllario Baca, all ot Oalia- routhern Colorado coal fields. The street, sometimes
called Galisteo teo. N. M.
cider is made effective March 1.
street, on the North, by Water street,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ed by a mob, negro fashion. Next day
picioug reiationa
rne siuaenis in Mexico uuy maae a
corporations

att

r
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soVa

'

sixty-eigh-
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7jT, Less
7 UmDlene
is required
than Butter or
Lard

-

That's simply because Cottolene is
richer than either lard or butter. It

X

ttoJltsiru

Nature made it, and Nature knows what is good for human
stomachs. Don't cry any more about the high cost of living until
you

Discard lard altogether, discard butter except for
your table, and use Cottolene
for all shortening and frying. The results, as well as the
economy, will make
u:
vou tnankrul
.
rmA
for havinor
u;, auvci useineiH.
"-- o
twuu who
"
Try This
Recipe

? I!"1!

'f Cup

GINGER DROPS
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df,J ii.h
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&i
"
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"'"o,'l'itwo
ind
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Made only by THE N.
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iweeiened
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deIica,e and
cream.
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cup of lugar and add
and
cup, of flour
"""""'on, also a tablespoon of
one-ha- lf

"POn,.ea,?
m "h'C ,WO ,eas'K,on of "Od
muffin pant In very moderate oven.

AAA

T

o

makes better food, too food free from grease
and indigestion food that is light and crisp and
flaky food that digests easily and does vou srood.
Cottolene contains no
fat. It is a vegetable Droduct
made from choicest cotton oil.

ihave practised the economy. which the use of Cottolene will enable.
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the bill allowing hotels-tsell liquor;
satisfied with $5000.
WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
Anhut said: "If Dr. Russell had in with meals on Sunday will not become
his mind that he was to receive any a law. The enrolling clerk failed to
money such a proposition was not in enroll the bill or have it signed by
my mind. I would not even give him the- presiding officers of the senate
a Christmas present, because it might and house.
look like a bribe. When I saw that
IOWAN WINS IN ENGLAND.
Russell wanted money, I dropped the
Oxford, Eng., Feb. 2C Will A.
and left him."
V"
object
diamond
chicken on a hot griddle, his
The lawyer denied having used Gov FUgler, RhodeB Bcholar from Iowa,
flashing and his voice hoarse.
ernor Sulzer's name in connection won the weight putting event today
Clang!
vith 41 feet 9 inches on the conclud- case.
It was the timekeeper's bell. It was v.ith the Thaw
ing day of the Oxford University
the finish of the battle. Referee Grif
sports.
fin held up both men's hands in token BRIEF
of a draw. AVoIgast breathed a sigh
GEN. HUERTA WILL RULE MEXIHOUSE HELD
of relief. Jones' diamond ceased
CO WITH .THE MAILED FIST.
flash and he stopped
yelping his
MORNING
' meal ticket was good for another bat-- I
(Continued from page one).
tie. It was the end. Wolgast put up
A
brief session of the house was
j a good battle, but
he lost.
Murphy
available
for .'patrol
won, although he didn't get the de reld this morning, the 'Journal was l'nited States
to
cut his suit accordOne
road
a
has
and
recess
and
taken
duty.
approved
was
cision. The verdict
close, mighty
55 San Francisco Street.
close, but in the final analysis the until Uiis afternoon at 2 o'clock. When ing to the amount of cloth he has, and
real fight fan will tell you that Murphy t o'clock came, several committees that is the only limitation on our ef
won and that of the two the New York vere in Bession and it was 3 o'clock forts to protect your border.
'a "'"Has Ibfoin the house finally assembled. . Vera Cruz, Mex., Feb. 26. Reports testified that Marsh was shot by him
boy is a comer AVolgast
The ii nate met this afternoon at 2:30 involving the sincerity of the expres in an altercation in the automobile In
Been" who couldn't come back.
J he house calendar now
i clot k.
has sions of loyalty made to the new ad- which they were riding.
about thirty bills ready for action and j ministration by General Velasco, mili- MORE INDICTMENTS C0.VIIN3.
WELSH DEMANDS
tiie in mbers have resorted n nallini? tary commander of vera Cruz, were
Provisional President Huerta
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 2'j- .- AdA GUARANTEE fcr special bills in order to secure !spnt t0
cction on them. The house took up!toda5r- - The charges are expected to ditional indictments against the elsht
the bills on its calendar this after-- ' re8ult ln 811 immediate change in the officials and employes of the. Western
command there,
Fuel company, now awitl'iy; tii.il on
up military
Philadelphia. Pa., Feb. 26. A hitch noon. The senate likewise took
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 26. The de- - charges of having defrauded the govlembn-- .
in the negotiations for the match be consideration of its
Ma' ernment, will be sought today
by
Welsh
iiehtwaleht of the bills on the senate calendar are "rtur? from Mexico of Emesto
tween Fredd
of finance, was;
lomier
minister
United States District Attorney John
dero,
nfnvmiiiiv
and
will
.
be
leported
champion of Kngland, and Young Jack !'
lollowed immediately by a
j McXab. The granJ jury will be
vI.!rien, was conveyed by cable to tablt d. Te senate calendar is as iol- - counting of the cash in the govern- - asked
to return true bills covering a
O'Brien's brother yesterday, asking lows
treasury, the result showed a longer period of time than that specijiiient
Xo.
Bill
Senate
an
to
act
HO,
for
make
to
Jack's
b;m
sailing
delay Young
balance of $!12,000. This amount,
fied in the indictment no-standing.
J
iverpool as Welsh has declared lie I'll appropriation for unpaid expenses
does not represent all
c.
the
board
of
armory
Company "G"
will not enter the ring unless he is
new
resources
of
available
the
guaranteed the sum of $ T o win, lose armory at Albuquerque. Reported
'administration, as there are various
.
favorably.
or draw.
deposits in both local and foreign
Senate Bill No. 129, an act classify- - banks
O'Brien cabled his brother had sail-- I
which can be drawn on by the
rri on Saturday and that if Welsh
povernment.
New
Mexico, and relating to the
would not accent, that Matt Wells,
or the Austrian champion. Mehegan, salaries of county officers. Reported and efficiently the mobilization of the
Friday Evening, Feb. 28tli
i
. second division of the United States!
would be satisfactory at the same "w.n oiauiy.
&iiate Hill No. 34, an act to exemDt! army .proceeded
weight.'
through its early First
from taxation
of:'1
Appearance Here of the
the property
stages todiy. Last night there were
Popular Ameiican DraWOULD RACE IN RAPIDS.
uuiones, cemeteries, public hospltalsj
Over
'troops! at Camp Crockett.
matic Star
Pi'blic libraries, secret societies
and;! night, nearly
1,000 more
arrived,
'Niagara Falls, N.' Y., Feb, :!ti.
ether charitable ai)fr nevolent in-- ! Fourteen more trainloads
soldiers
Captain Claus Larsen has issued a
'
were due during the day.
Reported unfavorably.
'challenge to Thomas F. Day for a ftitutions.
Senute Bill No. 35, an act to exempt;'
Today enough of the incoming
motorboat race through the vvhiii pool
taxation the property of widows'! tary force was, : here to outline the
ahd the rapids.
Captain Larsen has
marie the trin twice in a mit .nvut or orphan children not to exceed the big camps at 'Galveston and Texas
iand Mr. Day last summer navigated amount of one thousand dollars to any City. Within three days or less these
camp grounds will be occupied
by
the Atlantic in a small gasoline power ore family. Reported unfavorably.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill luan-- thousands of fighting men.
boat.
No. 70, an act to amend Section 3 of
vu.ipiw oo oi me aession Laws o 19U7
DORR TAKES STAND.
AND
1.1 relation to
BOTH
road taxes. Reported
Salem, Mass., Feb. 26 Wm. A.
favorably.
LAUGHTER ARE
Dorr, the Californian, who is on trial
Supported by Her Original Cast in
Among the bills scheduled for introwith the murder of George
PLAY duction
IN
in the senate today is one by charged
the United Play Company's Cort
F. Marsh, an aged manufacturer, took
Senator McCoy For an election law the
Theatre Production,
in
stand
his own behalf today and
"Kindling," the offering at the Elks' vh'ch is in effect, a simple form of
theater next Friday night, is describ-- I the Australian ballot.
s
Another hill by Senator Evans
eel as an American drama of laughter
a method for paying the ex
and tears but in which laughter pre.-- i
It is the story of a wo- - penses to delegates to national polit PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
t'ominates.
man's silently repressed yearning fori'fal conventions to and from the con-- l
With Imported Magneto.
How the man and wife ''entlons. Both are progressive meas- maternity.
Motor Cycle without a doubt wit b trouble
where fres.
find happiness in
Wyoming
left nt the factory.
their child can grow up straight and
Charles Kenyon's Throbbing Drama of
is
the
from
torn
a
chapter
ANATUCD CANt Af
jrtrong,
II
heart nt life If 1s n message nf tender
Life, Love and Laughter.
TREATY MAY
and earnest import to all humanity.
It's the Play and Star You've Read
Kenyon, who
Fortunately Charles
BE MADE
About in all the Magazines.
fi shioned the play, did not permit thej
j dramatic 'interest
tb entirely ovtr-- j
D. O., - Feb
Washington,
sliadow a prety love story and clean,
PRICES, 75c, $1.00 AND $1.50
It
i.i:
treaty recently negotiated by "the UniMotors and Carriages at t0:4S.
hich leaves a "good taste." Sarah ted States with Nicaragua providing PASH
for the
of $!,00'i,00j b.y,.:the
BROTHERS, ACTS., DISTINCTLY THE SEASON'S BIG EVENT
Padden, one of the most popular and United payment
States in returu for the ex3ST.fi uyr.
stars
the
dramatic
of
younger
gifted
clusive right to build an
of the day, will be Been in the princi-- !
canal across the Nicaragua,! isthmus,
i al role. Her complete, original cast, was laid over
relations
under the direction of the United Play committee of by the foreign
the senate todi-y- , until
JOHN HAMPEL.IProprietor.
company will appear in the local en-- i :tie new administration has an
oppor-tui'l'gagement.
to pass on it.
he
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Harlem Tommy Driving Home a Straight Left
Most Damage to the

Wolgast's

Face.

Tie se punches Were the Ones That Did

::.

of

,'J

mili-fvo-

j

PADDEN

v

'

TEARS

'

SARAH
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Pope Motor Cycle
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Harlem Tommy Murphy Blocking One of Wolgast's
Them Repeatedly and With Ease.

Famous

Right

Swings to the

Stomach

He

inter-oceani- c
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RONEV'S BOYS
TWO BATTLESHIP
SING FOR G. A. R.
PROGRAM IS
DEFEATED
When "Roney's Boys' sang 'Tent-

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N.

ing Tonight" at the reunion of the
"Iron Brigade," during the Grand Encampment of the O. A. R. at Chicago,
a dramatic incident occurred. During
the slight pause between verses the
rattle of musketry and boom of can- non in a war drama on the lake shore
jwas heard in the distance, adding peculiar significance to the verse which
j

Washington, 0. C, Feb. 2C The
two battleship program favorably reported by the house naval committee,
was defeated today in the house sitting as a committee of the whole. An
amendment to appropriate for one battleship only went through 144 to 133.
A majority of the Democrats voted
followed: "We've been fighting today for the amendments, while the
.
battle-on the old camp ground." The
were almost solidly against
scarred old soldiers exchanged Blances it.
and tears sprang to many eyes as old
war memories were so significantly
AVIATORS ARE KILLED.
revived.
Muelhausen, Germany, Feb. 26. A
Fe
in
be
will
Santa
Roney's Boys
March 11, and a great treat is in stora German military aviator, Sergeant
helfersnider was killed, and his
for the people of Santa Fe,
Lieutenant Linke seriously
injured here today. Their aeroplane
fell while they were flylg around the
DAU1D
aerodrome.
Helfersnider
BARBER military
AND
took one of the turns too sharply and
the machine toppled over backward.
David Bispham, the famous singer,
when crossing the Atlantic, once got NO LIQUOR WITH
into conversation with the ship's barMEALS IN WYOMING.
ber, says
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 20. Through
"I 'opes," said the barber, "that we the oversight of the enrolling clerk.
shall 'ave the pleasure of 'earing you
at the concert tonight."
WORDS FROM HOME.
"No," replied the singer, "I've just
When a Santa Fe citizen comes to
finished a long and exhausting sea-- j
son, and within a few days I am to the front, telling his friends and
open in London. I have decided not neighbors of hi3 experience, you can
to do anything on the voyage."
rely on his sincerity. The statements
"It's the same way with me," said of 'people residing In far away places
the barber, sympathetically, "When do not command your confidence.
I'm ashore 1 never looks at a razor." Home endorsement is the kind that
Mr. Bispham will sing at the Elks' backs Doan's Kidney Pills. Such testimony is convincing.
Investigation
theater, Thursday, March 6.
i
proves it true. Below is a statement
of a Santa Fe resident. No stronger
LAWYER DENIES
proof of merit can be had.
STORY Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The public
statement I gave.' In praise of Doan's
26.
Feb.
John
Aloauy
jj y
Kidney Pills irt 1902 still holds good.
Nicholson Atihtlt, the lawyer accused For four or five
years I was subject
ty Dr. John W. Russell, superintend to attacks of backache, often, so se
ent of Matteawan hospital, of having vere that I was unable to work.
Wm a mbe , $20i000 to re tried various remedies said
to be
lease Harry K. Thw, was a witness cures for such '.trottbles, but nothing
tf day before Governor Sulzer's
benefited me unt-l- l I used Doan's Kidof Inquiry.
proved
ney Pills. They1 promptly,
Anhut, who was formerly a Michi- their worth and effected a cure which
Dr.
told
of
meeting
gan state senator,
has been permanent up to the present
Russell often; and of discussing the time. My experience with Doan's
Thaw case. He said Dr. Russell recom- Kidney Pills has been so gratifying'
mended liim to Thaw from whose that I gladly recommend them.'
For sale by all dealers. Price 59
agent Anliut received $25,000, which
n
was to be returned unless the lawyer cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, Bole agents for the United
succeeding In freeing Thaw.
Anhut said that Russell asked where States.
an
he (Russell) would come In and that
Remember the name-rDoal'.ter Russell asked him if he would take no other.
com-anio- n

BISPHAM
THE

M.

Winter Excursions

CALIFORNIA
MOW
ftfi
UU PIUtV

And7El,iy thelSunny
Climate of California.

The California Limited No. 3
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.

Tid-Bit-

j

:

j

Mur-VhThe End of the Battle Referee Jim Griffin (facing the fighters) Holding up the Hand of Wolgast and
On the Extreme Right is One of Murphy's Seconds; Next is Wolgast and
in Token of a Draw Decision
Then Murphy.
ot flan FrnnHan with TTarlei.i nnnnbps were cleaner- - he hit wHb.in with wonderful rapidity, so fast
Tommy Murphy proved that once greater accuracy ; his defense was and powerful that Wolgast didn't know
great fighter has shot his o!t and better and in the finer points or tne trom wnicn section oi me nng
that he will never be a factor in the: game he proved Wolgast's superior were coming. On two occasions Mur-Dhin
slammed
had Wolgast dazed and Jones
Repeatedly Wolgast
prize ring. Ad Lucky to get a draw :
.. .1
1. I ,, ,MAnl. tl1rot
l
u
a..
.yeipeu
Murphy really won although refeieej punch after punch to Murphy's stonv
ach to be met with a smile and a re-- auu ciliiUReu iiid umiuuiiu iu
called the bout a draw.
turn punch. While the blows of the hand for luck, yelping and howling
Ad. Wolgast.' once one of the
seemed to oe powenui, gome more ror woigaai to gei ousy
est lightweight fighters the woridi
has ever known, has demonstrated they had no more effect upon Murphv Wolgast couldn't get busy; he was
that he has shot his bolt and that he 'than they would have had upon a about as busy as a man could be,
dodging the lefts and rights of Mr.
Is simply a "Has Been." He proved dummy.
"Murphy has a cast iron stomach," Murphy.
It when he fought and was licked tv
muttered Jack Welch, famous as
That was about the 15th round,
Harlem Tommy Murphy in a
contest just outBlde of San Franc'sco referee, but at this fight only a spec ,Then came the last five rounds of
tator.
the whirlwind battle with wolgast
on Washington's birthday. The
Then he lapsed into silence as he acting as the whirlwind. He jammed
So did
ree called the fight a draw.
a few of the "sporting experts" at watched the marvelous work of the and slammed Murphy in the mid-sethe ringside, but in the final analysis New York boy who slammed punch jtion, battered him over the heart and
of the battle Murphy won, not decis- after punch Into the head of the one soaked punch after punch into the so
Jones
H's time world's champion. He sent them lar plexus without any effect.
ively, but Just won the same.
y

"BRIBE"
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j
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ROUND TRIPRATES

:

36.90

s-aSan Francisco,

RETURN LJAUT SIX MONTHS.

SEE

THE GRAND CANYON
THE YOSEMITE VALLEY

Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accommodations On Any of Our Through Trains.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe, N. M.

,

com-nitte- e

Foster-Milbur-

.

n's

PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

:

Established

PERSONALS

1903

Incorporated

1856

(Owlrg to the great Interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request its readers to

SEMI

send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
jthe signature of the writer).

BROS. COMPANY

-

FIRST SHOWING OF THE
NEW SPRING LINE OF
"MENDEL'S

TAILORED-MAD-

Hutt, of Uutt Brother
for
company, leaves this afternoon
Albuquerque, where he will take
charge of the O'Reilly Drug company
Into the
which yesterday passed
The local
hands of Bult Brothers.
store of the Butt Brothers will continue here under Robert and l'aul
Butt, with the assistance of an experienced pharmacist who has beeii

Frank

E

SHIRTS

LADIES'

WAISTS,

WITH SOFT COLLARS & CUFFS

IN FINE MADRAS LINEN,

MENDEL'S MAKE MIDDY BLOUSES

HIGH CLASS GARMENTS
Also a Complete Line of

Corsets,

Rust-Proo- f

days on business.
Hereafter Mrs. .1. B. McMamiB
Mrs. H. 1'. Dunbaugli and .Mrs, K. U
Ormsbee will be at home on the first
and fourth Mondays.
and
W. D. Shea, traveling freight
passenger agent of the Kl l'aso an
Southwestern, with ofliees in Kl l'aso
His
arrived in the city last night
sunny, smiling countenance was seen
at the New Mexican oiliee this v.f.his!
tcmoon. Mr. Shea 8"vs he
new job, but he misses his San i I'e.
friends.
1

EVERYTHING

NEW IN

-'

UI-t-

LOCAL (TENS.
X

$

s

SEL1GMAH BROS.

THE WEATHER.

GREAT THRONG TO
GREET WILSON
AND MARSHALL

Ke, N. M., Keb., 20. For
.New Mexico: Snow in north portion. Rain or snow in south por-

Santa

tion tonight ami
Thursday.
Told weather in east portion.

TRUST CO.

&

WITH

INSURE

GO.

PHONE 180.

IMWARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance

Washington, I). ('., Feb. 2tl PresiMardent Wilson and
shall, when hey view the marching,
ciiceriug cohorts in the inaugural par-- I
ne March 4, will be surrounded by a
INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SIRE.
distinguished gathering in the official
'eviewmg stands erected in front of
;tl'e White House grounds. In aildi- ial parlors, and who has been laid up right.
oi in. Mr iinnie- "e iJienim-iat tin. FlL-- Theater!"""
D,h- for the past two week-- with rheuma"iI!tf! f'umilijs and their guests, they
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
tism is reported as much improved, tonight.
111
"p surrounded by members of the
We specialize in all kinds of heavy v
and expects to be on duty again in a
machine work. All work guaranteed. H'Preme court, the diplomatic corps,
short time.
Transconti eaoinet, senators ana represen- Mrs. V. ('. Wilson and Mrs, T. C. Agents for Kssenkay.
K9
Iti'tlves, members of the courts of the'
Wilson will be at home tomorrow al' - inental Garage.
ternoon from I! to 5 and will be glad
If it Isn't an Eastman It Isn't a Ko-- , ' "strict of ( oltitnbm, high olllcers of,
to see any of their friends.
dak. We have them from one dollar jthe army, navy and marine corps, the!
commissioners of the District of Co-- !
we
New
Hon. M. S. (j roves dropped off for up. Zook's Pharmacy.
about an hour Monday while the crew
Horticultural Society There will be'h'.uibia and hading officials who had' 1
for
of the northbound local was juggling a meeting of the Horticultural Society ti e inaugural ceremonies in charge.
New
box cars around the maze of trackage this evening at the office of the Wa- - 'Il'.e finishing touches are being placed
All
of
the
incomseven.
oi
which
full
from
is
half
stand
the
at
.Matt
old
ter
the
past
Year,
company,
depot.
just plain
jut
homel'olks, like the rest of us, not-- interested are specially invited to bej ing president will review the proces'
for
us,
s.on.
withstanding his elevation to the job present.
be
Year
New
will
of state corporation commissioner.
The court of honor on which much
Nothing but the finest fruits and
Artesia Advocate.
fruit juices is used in our soda water.: care ind attention has been expended.
I Will Trade With
C. YONTZ, SAN FRISCO ST.
Fischer Drug Co. ' it tually has been completed while
State Senator K. C. Crampton
Service unequalled.
to Santa Fe last evening after
Your last suit wasn't just right. Try the capital already is being buried be. It
a visit to his home city, Raton, where one of ours, the
l.oeoel Co., neath a wilderness or llags and buntihe went on legal matters,
Catron Block.
ng. The arrangements for the illum
Louis F. Nohl, a merchant of Kspa- Notice Camp Fire. Girls will meet ination are being pushed and a test
i ola, is here on business.
He is at this evening at Library hall at 7::i0. of them it is expected, will be made
Election and addresses. The import Saturday.
the Palace.
J. H. McCarthy, a business man of jance of the meeting and the future of
1 iios, came down yesterday to attend the Camp Fire organization depends
W. A. WILLIAMS, - CUBANS CHEER
a meeting of merchants here.
jupon your presence and interest,
"Casey at the Bat," a Vitagrapb
Jl. C. Dillon, a merchant of Dillon, is
GEN'L CASTRO
comedy nt the Elks tonight.
ut the Palace.
You
taste
never
will
better
orange
a
business
W.
well
known
A.
West,
Feb. 26. General Cipriano
ReLines.
Hack
r.ian of Wagon Mound, is at the. or lemon soda than that served at ourj Havana,
fountain. Quality comes first with us Ci.stro, former dictator of Venezuela,
Palace hotel.
Best Rigs you can
arrived here today on board the
Fischer Drug Co.
of
J. H. Holbrook, a merchant
Rooms for rent. steamer Saratoga, from New York, and
Furnished
Elegantly
is
on
matters.
business
here
Cuervo,
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE POMES.
In the city, having vas greeted enthusiastically
by the
.W. F. Jacobs, of I,as Vegas, is at The finest rooms
No opposition was offered
St.
Francisco
San
baths.
and
139.
steam
310
heat
electric
Phone
rnpuluce.
light,
the Montezuma.
lo to his landing.
The immigration of-- !
Duncan Graham, a well known Den-- i The European Hotel, centrally
cated.
State Progressive Headquar- - I cials afforded all courtesies.
mt business man, is at the Montezu-- ters
A flotilla of launches, crowded with
in the hotel.
BBCB
n.a.
Milk at our people, met the Saratoga off .Mora
Malted
our
Egg
Try
(.'. A. Harp, special commissioner of
landed on
Only strictly fresh eggs Castle. General Castro
ti e Panama-Pacifiinternational ex fountain.
used. A whole meal in one drink.
Pun Francisco wharf, where nun peo-- ,
San
to
is
at
be
held
which
position
Fischer Drug Co.
pie were gathered. As he passed
Francisco in 10I.J, is in the city. He
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery. through the crowd he raised his hat
called today at the capitol.
Packages and messages delivered to
times "viva" for'
Pedro Ortiz y Pino, who has many any part of the city, 10 cents. Boy rnd repeated several
the Cuba nation. The people respond-e.
from
a,
i
,,,
.Jem.
,.,,10 i.,
l":"uo "
uio
t.j
,lt,
with cheers for Castro.
He has been selling someiOHr a.,...j
Galisteo.
,noUo:' ..Prom,)t BPrvice nn(1 mfc
The entire crowd followed the visiWe Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
came
auu win ue neie a
Office 214 Palace Ave. tor who drove in an automobile decodeliver)'
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have a'Trial
Phone 203 J.
the Venezuelan colors to
a"" I. See Billard of the- Santa F Title lrated with
is Hotel, wucre" " Cfeneral
Order and Convince You.
Itafael
Abstract Co. for abstract work,
of Columbia, also,
Feyes,
Plumbers Busy Reports
from all if sides.
over the city brings joy to the plum- her, as the changing weather condi-- I
DRIFTS 30 FEET DEEP.
tions have played havoc with water
M. O'CONNELL,
Los
Angeles, Feb. L'u. snowbounu
a
and
of
well
known
number
pipes,
1 16 GALISTEO
citizens have been comnelled to takeiuv dl'if,s 1)1 Places 3t feet deep, dwel- STREET.
Phone 214 J
an enforced bath by reason of burst- lers on the summit of Mount Wilson
cannot bm corrected by local
the
where
observaCarnegie
perches
ing pipes.
treatment i to arrest the flow of
The quality of our Ice Cream is not tory, are cut off from the cutside
secretion you must remove the
would.
equalled by any in the city. Made at
cause; this symptom is only
Unless they can work their way out
the Thomas Ranch, in a sanitary up-- i
one of nature's warnings of a
dairy by an expert Ice cream within 24 hours, it is feared they will!
DISTRIBUTOR OF
be in a serious plight. Alrer.rt r they
system.
'maker. Try it and ,be , convinced
are reported to be short of food.
Build your strength and vital
Fischer Drug Co.
For the past three davs, heavy rains
From 32 to 44 Degrees waB the
forces with SCOTT S EMULSION;
it supplies the needed lime and
range in temperature yesterday and have fallen in the valleys, white' Uiei
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
the average relative humidity was GU San Gabriel range was blindfolded iu
concentrated fats; the glycerine
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
The precipitation showed a whirling snowstorm.
per cent.
soothes and heals the delicate
water.
Agent for Manilou Spring Mineral Water.
0.01 of an inch of snow. At 6 a. m.
organs; the emulsion nourishes
ON
HELD
GRAVE
CHARGE.
Yes-Santa Fe, New Mex.
J
'35
TELEPHONE
j
today the mercury stood at 29,
the tissues and nerve centers
was a cloudy day with snow
J.
Paul
2C
Feb.
Wyo.,
terday
Cheyenne,
blood.
makee
and
red, actios
flurries over the Santa Fe valley and Paulson, of Rock Springs, has been
Scott 't Emuhion overcame
light snow over the mountains.
arrested on a charge of inciting murcatarrh by compelling health and
Complete change of program at the der in connection with the West Virvigor.
Elks theater tonight.
Scott & Bowne, Bloorufield, N. J.
ginia coal strike.
Why put up with rough and reddened hands? A little of "Zook's Ben-joiEGGS FOR HATCHING
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream"
will keep your hands soft and white,
Pharmacy.
KAUME & CG ook's
H,
Committee to Meet The Democratic Central Committee of Santa
13
Fe
Because there you will have a
will meet at 2:30 p. m. toinor
(county
nsthe Price Irow at the council rooms of the You Marvel How Worst Skin Erup. The
Where Quality Goverearly hatched Chick makes
chance to succeed. There climate,
tions Disappear as Result of
county court house. The meeting isj
the Winter Layer!
and Price the Quality
soil and water, in conjunction with
ito discuss political matters and these!
Famous Remedy.
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
include, it is said, .suggestions about
intelligent labor, work wonders.
(endorsements the central committee
Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poul(will mnke for "nolitlnal lilnms" itmlat'
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
the incoming administration.
try and dairy products point the
' 315 Palace Ave.
No Quality too High for a place in!
Phone 204 J.
way to more than a mere living.
ur store. We pay particular attention
to the selection of our stock and eel-cct the highest possible quality in
be
Colonist Excursions
tvery instance. To buoy our goods is
on
goods
to guarantee quality.
Zook's Phar-of
March 15th to April 15th
r acy.
Chicken is Popular Dietetic spec-- i
iahsts, many of them, have declared
1913.
s.cond-c!asTlinn
tickthat chicken meat is the most easily If you have been fighting some blood
ets from SantaN. 11., to Los
call
door,
A thief who broke into trouble, some eruptive skin disease,
digested.
T
ian Francisco, Pan Diego and
the chicken coop of J. S. Candeiario, It ecssema, lupua, psoriasis, malaria,
no v
scrofula or what you will, there is but
to many otlu-- r points in California
Palace
last
avenue,
night, evidently. one sure, safe way to cure it. Auk at
QUALITY GOODS
believes the dietisls and departed with any drug store for a Jl.00 bottle ot
will he sold for $30. (ill. Corresponding
so
And
Fire, Life, Accident
half a dozen luscious Plymouth Rock S. S. S. and you are then on the road to
fare from points on other lines In conof
remarkaWe
this
action
health.
The
and Rhode Island Reds. "There is no
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
nection with the Santa Fv. Liberal
remedy Is Just as direct. Just as positive,
joke about this." said Mr Candeiario Just as certain In Its influence as that
stopover privileges.
cheap
today, "I shall give $25 reward to have the sun rises in the east. It is one of
'
Three fast traios daily from Kansas
those rare medical forces which act in
goods do
the thief caught."
the blood with the same decree of cer-- ,
City carry tourist sle tiers and free
prove economical
We are now prepared to serve the tninty that is found in all natural ten-- ,
chair cars. Harvey meals,
most delicious Ice Cream and Sodas. dencies. The manner in which it dom- Farms
City Property,
and controls the mysterious trans- Everything about our fountain is inates
Ranches, Orchards
For tickets, reservaof rich, red, pure arterial blood
sweet and clean and pur service the ference
for the diseased venous blood is marLand Grants, Etc
best. Hot or cold drinks on tap. We velous.
tions, information and
do not serve liquors. Fischer Drug
Out through every skin pore acids,
copy of "San Joaquin
germs and other blood impurities are
Co.
forced in the form of invisible vapor.
Valley" folder, apply
The lungs breathe It out, the liver ia
stimulated to consume a great proporFILIPINOS WANT U. S.
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE
the stomach and inH.S.Ll'TZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M
TO GOVERN THEM. tion of impurities,
testines cease to co'nvey into the blood
Of
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 28. Citi- stream the catarrhal, malarial germs;
IN THE BEGINNING!
zens of the Philippine .slands do not the bowels, kidneys, bladder and ail
of the body are marshalled
desire a government independent of emunctories
Into a fighting force to expel every ve
Telephone 194 W.f Room
the United States, according to J.mes tige of eruptive disease.
Robs, of Manila, chairman of the DemThere is scarcely a community anyexaintile
AM ADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
ocratic campaign committee of the where but what has Its livingeffects
of
of
the wonderful curative
who
arrived
here
Philippines,
KAUNE
GO.
yester- S. S. S. Get a bottle ot this famous
H.
NEW MEXICO Bread, Rolls, ail kinds of Cakes
SANTA FE
day on the liner Paris. Judge Rass remedy
and if your case Is stub
a Specialty,
Pies, Wedding Cakes
Is enroute to Washington to outer born or jieculiar write to The Swift Speour Cades,
Kaunetiroeerv Co. handle
127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta. On.
Rolls.
and
an
cific
Bread
Co..
sf.
Pads
with President-elec- t
Scratch
descriptions
ill
Wilson wit.i r
is famous and
medical
ST
Their
OALISTEO
lOB
laboratory
J.
50
for
10
cent'
PHONE
all
pounda
qualities,
gard to the establishment of a diiiite Is conducted by renowned, experts in
Fresh Made Pretzel.
New Mexican once.
blood and skin diseases,
Philippine policy.
for
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UNITED STATES BANK

1

CHS

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

s

s

llW

081

We are showing PRETTY LACKS and EMBROIDERIES and
New (jinffhams and Dainty Wash Goods for Dresses.

i

Noted for their Honest Wear, Correct Fit and Neatness of Sty le. Guaranteed not to Rust, Break or Tear

SELHN

ADOLF

AIRS. W. LINDMRDT
125 Palace Ave

A.

rr

The White Sae

MILLINERY

retained.
The daughter of R. R. .Tolinson. ot
IN TELEPHONING
the U. S. Indian school is reported as
The New Mexican, if your business
seriously ill from an attack of pneumonia, and their many friends will b? li about advertising, subscriptions or
glad to learn thai her condition is job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
steadily improving.
W. H. Kerr, the well known proprie- any news, pleate phone "31 J."
Billard will make your abstracts
tor of the Bank Barber and Tensor- -

FLAXON AND DIMITY.

Warner Bros.'
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WEDNESDAY,

every
Happy
a year
Health and Prosperity. With
all favors shown
thanks
and hoping your
Resolution
fj,

.

CAPITAL $50,000 00

ff

Business

Does a General Banking

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN

;

&

Your Patronage Solicited
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

6. LAIGHLIN, President.

N.

J.

B. LAJHY,

Precinct No.

In

See Us

(South Side)

4

at Once and Qet Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

and Gram
HayWholesale
and Retail

,,.,

-

j

-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

Hit

1111111

nun in

"

j

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
Manager.

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,' :

immtHiu

get.

j

j

CITY OF SANTA FE

10 THE

Entire Stable

and Baggage

stocked.

Vice - President.

DON DIEGO ADDITION

I

GENERAL LIVERY

tmi

iHENRY KRICKees

run-dow- n

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

I JO

Main.

Next Door to Postoffice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

GASPER ST.

Telephone

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

12--

Ugly Sores
Quickly Banished

S.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

9

W

$2.00

You Will Like

CALIFORNIA

EGOS

j

j

Your Best Resolution

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

FOR

Lawn Dressing, per cwt.,
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
A5K TO SEE SAMPLES.
GORMLEY'S

GENERAL

In the Cold

Weather a

ETC.

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

STORE,

.
.

$2.50
2.95
2.75
3 0O

Rug or Carpet
de

reasonably.
remember, during
this year that
not always

D

AKERS

--

WAGNER

-

UNDERTAKING

AND FURNITURE

CO.

one-wa-

s

I,

REAL ESTATE

in
the end. Put your
buyingon this basis:
It is the thing that

pays in the end,

Surety Bonds
All Kinds.

U

!

THE

MAYES

INSURANCE

which paysyou atall

IS A GREAT CO VI FORT.

-

this year

sells

SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
Telephone 19 W.

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-MaRugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak pining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cot Prices from today

n

to buy your
a
not
basis
quality,
price alone. That
will lead you to our
because there
store which
is
Will

5.

8

Where Prices are Lowest

SafeOiisUtv.

j

SANITARY BAKERY.

j

mtk FE NEW MEXICAN
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Santa Fe New Mexican
.t

Eatered os Second Class Mutter
mo Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nnevo Mexlcano

t.Published

THE

Saota Fe Postofflco
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rr
-

.
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000
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President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight C.lddJngs
WUHam F. Brogan
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Then boost it on.
Take advantage of each chance

Start boosting on.
Have you here gained heaps of wealth
In the form ot perfect health?

.11.25

.1.50

lx months

W"'y,

y.f

. .

"".

"

KAQ

y

Conie and join the merry dance
And boost it on.
Or a tennis game perchance,
Just boost it on.
To boost it on.
Here, you know you'll find the best, Here the horseback rides are fine
As we climb mid spruce and pine.
Here's a dandy place to rest;
Just bring out that friend of your's. Tell your friends about the place.
That's boosting on.
That's boosting on.

You've been out to Valley Ranch

Don't you love this sunny land?
Let's boost it on.
You have joined the booster's band;

Tell your friends to come and try.

.50

That's boosting

on.

f,KJ

REMARKS

dent to need argument.
The man who does not hustle falls
behind in the race. He never reaches
the goal line. The community that is
willing to sit in quiescent smugness
and let things drift will develop into
a quiet, unambitious mug. It is inevitable.
There isn't any use of making this
kind of talk to a man who does not
believe in advertising. That style of
man can go just to a certain point ol
success and no farther, but there isn't
any limit for the man who is a genuine hustler. This Is true of communities as well, and I am urging this
proposition on our citizens in Santa
Fe to support the chamber of com
merce, and not to let it become innocuous.
Just a small amount, monthly, from
a body of our citizens would put this
organization on its feet and make it
of full value to the upbuilding and
the progress of Santa Fo.
Of course, the more
people there
are in a community, the more business
will be done. Every merchant will get
his share of the increase of population with no further investment than
the pittance he subscribes to sustain
an organization that aids in. bringing
more people in.
Let us all join hands for a good
year and for a bigger, better Santa
Fe.
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Pero! 'Then later certain events occurred
have
who
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brought,
Mucho
Dinero,
trust
Trabajo,
lobbyists,
and powerful opposition of the shining
vhen I felt impelled to make some re-- !
committee to defeat Mucho Aceite de Carbon.
every possible pressure to bear on the congressional
about Jlr. Chrisman which I
narks
at all.
proper legislation or to prevent any legislation
to be true, and I am afraid
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Two more have died
looking
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on commerce has had the measure under consideration.
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of
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gink feels to have a member
least
at
be
shall
vldt-s- .
among other things, that there
a vessel, who shall be
It must cost the government
some;c.' the legislature speak to him, and
of aide seamen, or high, r, for each lifeboat carried on
An able, seaman is defined as money to get all ready to intervene you can imagine how it lacerated me
able to understand the language of the officers.
when Mr. Chrisman, from Aztec, re- on deck at sea or on the t;iis way.
training
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at
least
had
years'
has
one who
-
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f ;sed to speak.

Sneed has been found no) guilty of
lobbvisis have fought for a provision which would
He merely
for each lifeboat, able to understand niurderiim Al G. Bovce.
require shipowners to provide one ofman
the men-- an
interpreter. But vessels. killed him.
the language of the officers and
not thus be required to carry any anie seamen u aw
The house bill requires that iiremen shall be required to work only eight, There j8 n0 hope now for the
The shipping inter j(!tute children. The coal oil fund is
hours, and sailors not more than twelve hours a day.
under 500 tons. lVlumb bllste(j,
all
vessels
exempting
ests would nullify this provision by
,
hours or less.
and all other vessels making a trip of twenty-fouAg the yearg pasf. the oil jllspect(on
The American Steamship Syndicate of New York, the Atlantic Coastnave meir ioou.vt econleB more an(j more 0f
a job.
Steamship association, and the general shipping interests
ists before the committee. Their object apparently is to emasculate ,lie ook at hju. Gosh, fellers!

"TheshSpping trust

It was just terrible.
have always been led to believe
liiat piety was Mr. Chrisman's long
and we all know that the Good
says that even if we are slapped
in one cheek, we must turn the other, MOTHER WAS LEFT
didn't turn either FATHER
.Mr. Chrisman
BABY
cheek. He just looked straight ahead
ATLANTIC
M i he saw those San Juan bridges
in the distance.
New York, Feb. 26. When John
Then further along in the plaza I
met Major Llewellyn. I have felt it to Htuchlns, Jr., of London, caught hiu
The bill to abolish the mounted
with the first glimpse of New York, a New
mv rtutv to disagree
jl.ee seems to have adhered to the!n)aior f,.onl time to time, too, but he York without his mother, he howled
L,.nate calendHr in some way.
gieeted me cheerfully, extended his ot the top of his lungs. John is but
,
He came over on the
l and in a hearty grip and asked me 118 months old.
Anybody having any destitute farm- - how I was. I suppose the difference Majestic of the White Star line, under
en- jthe personal care of his father. He
erg on lan(j wyj piease asC 'em jf they i.i men is due to temperament,
know anything about oil.
To travel lost a pound and a half, or maybe two
vironment and advantages.
rbout and mingle with people always founds on the trip across because of
It must have kept Malaquias busy broudonB the view, and I presume the Inn enforced diet of gruel cooked by
intending to the main job and being a r,ajor llas aPen more and mingled Father Hutchins.
cVputy out there in Willard, too.
r,10re with peopie j different sections.J The Hutchins family, three in num-- j
the country than Mr. Chrisman ber, started all right from London.
That coal oil fund is something like has. Then, too, the major was a
r
and at Southampton, the father took
the present taxation
system
and Mr. Chrisman wasn't. That jthe child in his arms and went aboard
but unfairly distributed.
men, too, and iship, Mrs. Hutchins being left to
experience broadens
with grips, as best she might..
makes them look differently at men
They are putting back the pictures rnd things.
After the boat had left, Hutchins
How- of Diaz in the City of Mexico.
'looked about for his wife. She waE
Of course, the greeting of the major
e ver, this will not now worry Madero.
tl.eered nie, but you know what a rowhere to be found. He worrieds
Mr. lover her disappearance until a
It is enough to make us blush for shock it must have been when
message informed him that Mrs.
to
me.
to
Chrisman
refused
speak
shame to think what a small part
Hutchins had been left behind.
"I have cooked gruel all the way
only, those deputies got. They were
A GOOD THING.
"t ut financed."
"and
n( ross," said Hutchins today,
The Ladies Home Journal this what I don't know about
care
taking
in
It seems that after the year 1910, month had an interesting article
'of babies would fill the British
itwhich lessons
might be n.useum, it would. I came out here to
Harvey S. Lutz, agent A. T. & S. F.,
i nd the destitute children
together ui awn.
jthe states to get work, and now we
It was a story written by a man have to go back, for I can't take care
with the band, sort of lost out on the
coal oil fund.
telling why he failed in business. He of a baby all by myself."
w as a grocer.
In the small town
So he bought a return ticket, and
Even at that, we are inclined to where he started business, he was will make his home on the ship until tomorrow, when he starts back for
think that Colonel M. M. Padgett successful. The people were in
but they were England.
inspected more oil than any of erate circumstances,
'em in proportion to what money he honest, industrious, and paid.
f.ot out of it. Look at his score.
ti16 grocer grew ambitious, moved
BURGLAR HANGS
to a suburb of a large city and failed,
That itemized statement from Selig-I7,a- because he did a credit business and
FROM A WINDOW
Brothers of all the furniture could not stand the strain of
bought for the executive mansion out
of obligations.
It seems to me
26. Fate
California, Penn., Feb
of that coal oil fund, will serve to set- that this is an important lesson. The
a rude trick on Wilbert Weavplayed
no
tle many disquieting
rumors,
grocer sells perhaps, on a smaller er a burglar, when his trousers caught
c( ubt.
margin of profit than any other busi- on a twenty penny nail as he was
ness man. Much of his merchandise leaving the home of David Marvey, at
John V. Conway, Santa Fe county poes on an advance that Is almost 204 Ninth Avenue, by way of a real
tchool superintendent, takes long infinitesimal.
The result is that all window last night.
chances in having his picture in the r. ust meet their obligations with the Weaver, with several hundred dol
rew Mexican right at this time. No grocer, or those who do meet them lars' worth of silverware aud Jewelry,
explanations are necessary. John is promptly, must pay part of the in- was In a great hurry to get out of the
hot a deputy.
debtedness of those who do not pay, window, but the business end of the
tr the grocer fails.
big nail had a cinch grip in his
This is where the consumer gets trousers, and he was easy prey for
The governor of Texas wants the
I order protected, but after the terri- interested In the grocer's business Harvey, who trussed him up and then
ble example of the Thirteenth cavalry and in seeing him landed on a cash turned him over to the police.
Harvey had put a large nail just
losing its machine gun, no governor tcsis. Everyone knows that prompt
las any right to expect our army to iayment to the grocer gives him his under the window sill to hang a
take such chances.
only chance to turn over his stock, heavy pot on.
When Weaver went to slide frem
keep fresh goods, make a decent profit
to
oi
There are not many more days I for himself and at the same time of the sill to the ground he ran afoul
the nail and remained
there untl:
the legislature adjourns, but that let down a little on the high cost
Harvey took him in charge.
pesky fellow Wilson has gone and living.
on
me
an
Diame
We
sometimes
saddled an extra session of congress
that his goods are high, but we DARE DEADLY DROP IN
onto us just as we were getting ready
CIRCUS STUNT
fcr a quiet and peaceable spring and do not seem to consider that he cannot
f,!ve things away, and live. The groc
summer.
ery store Is a necessary thing in a Grand Rapids. Mich., Feb. 26.
circus
community, hut it is not a charitable H'ravlng death tp. surpass any
MUST BRING STRIKE
feat they had ever witand if patrons
know,
you
institution,
LEADERS INTO COURT.
want the best show for their money, nessed, Leo Hickey and Hazen Sec
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 26. The they must pay for what they get, and "ill, 16 years old, procured horseact that
supreme court of West Virginia, de- pay promptly. One grocer alone, shoes and did a
cided today that Adjutant General Elwants to start out on an abso- parallzed south end citizens.
lardly
Placing the shoes over a derrick
liott, in command of the military in lutely cash basis, unless they all do,
the Kanawha strike country, must tut if they would combine on a cash cable spanning Battle Fuel comproduce "Mother Jones" and other brsls, both the consumer and the gro- pany's gravel pit, they grasped the
caulks and slid over the
strike leaders in court tomorrow. cer would profit by the movement.
abyss
to the opposite side, 125 feet away.
Habeas corpus proceedings were beThe police were potlfled anad the
gun in order that they might be tried
THE BOOSTING PROPOSITION.
are
act canceled. The
"
by a civil court instead of by the milIt is an age of peculiar activity and now
awiating the decision of Juvenile
itary commission. The order of the unrest. The struggle for supremacy
court that the prisoners be brought to on the
part of Individuals and com- Jodge Higbee.
Charleston is accepted by the miners munities grows more and more tn
CAS FROM MOLASSES
as a victory in the proceedings.
tense.
CAU8E8 MAN'S DEATH.
It shows everywhere and every
FOCATELLO VOTES ON
Bay City, Mich., Feb. 26. Michael
community is getting into line. The
COMMISSION PLAN. people in the various towns realize Czubaja, 55 years old, died last midCzubaja
Pocatello, Idaho, Feb. 26. Whether that an investment in a chamber of night from asphyxiation.
the commission form of government commerce or. a- boosting organization was employed by .the Michigan Cheshall supersede the aldermanic plan is In reality an Investment that will mical Company and was taken s'ck
H being determined at the polls here
pay dividends. There Is no doubt while cleaning out a molasses lank
A heavy vote had be?n cast up to 1 about it, at all. It bas been proven car. Gases arising from termenmioi
o'clock.
over and over again and is too evl- - are said to have caused bis death.
I
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If the senate committee falls 10 meet the situation the people of the
statpa will hold its members responsible. If another Titanic disaster
should occur because of lack of trained seamen to man lifeboats, or because
of the failure of a foreign crew to understand the orders ot its omcers, me
blame would rest on the United States senate.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.

THE BILL HAS MERIT.

The consolidation bill introduced by Senator Laughren, has in it a great
of
deal of merit and a good deal of common sense, and It is in the interest

economy.
is. estabHe would have done what so many other states are doing,--thlish one large institution to be known as the University of New Mexico,
and have the other institutions of the state consolidated with the one central
and the
school, with the exceptions of the school for the deaf and dumb,
school for the blind, which would remain as separate institutions.
The reasons given by Senator Laughren are cogent ones, and even though
we may feel a little reluctance at the thought of cutting out the established
i
i.
UQ..raio i,,stit. iiimia vpt the effect would be the same as now.
no doubt by the same able Instructors,
the same 'branches would. be taught,
A
Sfnfltor
tn flw,
i
... nnvore
... tav
ai a iui iir&
and it would oe aone
warrants uu.
schools
arious
Hardly
these
at
attendance
says.-thLaughren
cost of sustaining them.
meanThe attendance will doubtless grow as the state grows, but in the
returns
the
for
to
the
a
taxpayers
are
expense
heavy
time these institutions
received and the growth and effectiveness could be made of just as much
value to New Mexico as departments of a central institution as separately,
as they are now.
This is one side of the case, the other being a loss to the towns where
these institutions are now located, and from these towns, of course, will
come the main oposition. which may be strong enough to kill the bill. It
serious consideration,
probably will. The question, at all events, is worthy of
It deserves a full discussion.
Economical and yet effective administration of state affairs is of the
greatest Importance. No one wants to cripple our educational institutions.
We all want them to stand in the front ranks with those of other states,
but, at the same lime, we do want to make the burden to be borne by the
people as light as we can.
This bill is of sufficient importance to have full and free discussion.
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THE DAYS ARE PASSING.

From present appearances it looks as if the legislative morgue would bo
well filled when the curtain is rung down on the final act of the present
thOBe
legislative session, and there is little hope that it will not contain had a
measures that are meritorious and in which the people of the state
deep and vital interest.
There would be little hope for the future If the citizens of the state were
con
compelled to look forward to a continuation of the present methods of
ducting the people's business.
But, thank Heaven, this isn't true!
The days of star chamber sessions, outside those of the legislature; of
caucuses controlled by men who were not members; of subservient
submission to demands of dictatorial leaders; of the reign of greed and personal benefit, are fast passing away.
The collar of bosses has become unfashionable and has commenced to
gall.
The crack of the whip has lost Its terror.
The orders of the dictators will not be heeded and independence of action
is the promise of the future.
The hope of those who have so long and arrogantly controlled public
affairs, that the Progressive party would die from lack of confidence on the
peoples' part and from failure of support, is growing weaker every day
Those who are not wholly blind to the situation have seen the handwriting
on the wall, and its translation has not brought encouragement.
Just so long as present conditions exist and the present attempts at
bossism are continued, just so long will the battle continue for publicity in
public affairs, for legislation in the peoples' interest, for honesty in elections,
and against the tyranny and selfishness and greed which has controlled the
action of New Mexico officials through instructions issued by bosses who
would control.
0
t
Wilson is said to be receiving an average of 5,000 letters
He has, 'ere this, probably amended that early declaration that ho
was going to answer every letter personally; also that he was going to
retire every night at nine o'clock.
President-elec-

a day.

o

The National Association of Merchant Tailors have declared that the
styles in men's and women's garments next season will be strikingly alike.
Here will be a chance to get even. Our wives will have to button us down
our backs.
.

0

Carrie Chapman Catt says that New York will grant woman's suffrage in
1915. We are glad Carrie has set the date, so no one will have to worry
about it any more.

-

(i

If those London suffragettes keep on it looks as if they might eventually
blow up those very rights which they are endeavoring to secure.
n

The explosive element does not seem to have been entirely eliminated
from the oil which was struck in Santa Fe.
o

When President Taft announced that he would Intervene if Madero were

killed, he was evidently

just

fooling.

i

EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
fMANUFACTURER OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.

PALACE
THE
N.
SANTA
M.

FE,

MABSON & MENDENHALL,

Proprietor!.
AMERICAN PLAN.

NEW MANAGEMENT.

UNDER

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

,

j

at

Assistant Cashier.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

TENDS
ACROSS

j

FRANK McKANE,

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

FOUR PER CENT

.

-

o

J. B. READ,
Cashier.
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L. A. HUGHES,

rime la the teet of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions.
This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Branson M. Cutting;
Charles M. Stauffer

J. PALEN,
President.
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English Weekly
Spanish Weekly

FEBRUARY 26, 1913.

WEDNESDAY,

steam heat, electric lights.

sol-oie-

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

fol-jlo-

j

wire-iles-

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

i

-

j

mod-reall-

Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

Larfe

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Sample Rooms.
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: How

About That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

GENERAL

A

dare-dev-

slde-tor-llf- e

--

SANTA FE, N. M

AOENTS.

WONDERFUL!

Then Act

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

INSURANCE

un-i'.-

I

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

i

TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL
Read what is offered :

PREMIUM

CONTRACT!

tSffmiifSA'ASST"

1 9CA nn Paid for death fiom ordl
Vor dealh "om
nary acoideat
91taU.UU
Pai(1 for accidental loss
Knn nn 0f
Paid tor dismemberment
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for accidental death,
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pdfpraceiiPM.Rno!of
AA
Ions
of
or
hand, one toot or one
dlftmemberment
lvUViW
s ght travel by aeeiaunt
eye by travel aeeident.
ror
aistotal
Weekly Indemnity for tots'
Weekly indemnity
e nn ability
"r 1 v. vv disability from travel accident
accidental injuries
f
weekly Indemnity. No Medioal Eiamination Required.
For partial disability
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL ktomacnTblg?ity

$ 250.00
nn
jUVTU.UU

v.w
Innn
(innA

one-bal-

'

100-fo-

"dare-devil's-

OPEN

DAY

AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order, 20c a dlsn.
New York Chop Buey, 60c.

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and flood
teams. Faro $5X0 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding toamsv Wirt Embudc
station,

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 26, 1913.
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delicate system requires
flAn'iaaIt TITOMAN'S
more than ordinary care and at.
AUH l JUUvIm
it
more care and attention than
Tfclfl PAfnuo tention
FlU DClUrC it is given by the average woman.
and
it and ills soon creep
-

7VkM
M. UU1

FE NEW MEXICAN

SANTA
into Tuesday night, the second
time in the last two months, and a
and jewelry
quantity of watches
t.iken. Deputy Sheriff Tom Moore did
some (lever detective work, in tiacing tho sale of a quart bottle of
whisky left by the. robbers, and traced
them to Santa Rita where they had
usposea oi mree or tne watcues in
a saloon
and bought tickets for
There were three in the
Iteming.
ptirty ,two men and a woman, all Mex- icans, and strangers in Fierro. He
telephoned the Deming sheriff and
-

niMA

In,
Neglect
the look of old age, sometime? quickly,
B sometimes gradually follows.
common among women, brings with it the sunken chest, the

j

That backache, so
and soon the youthful body is no more youthheadache, tired muscles, crow's-fee- t,
ful in appearance and all because of lack of attention.
There is no reason why you should be so unfortunate, when you have at your
Hiannasl Fflmedv such as Dr. Fierce'
iTOnts Prescription recommenaea
for over 40 years as a remedy for ailments peculiar to women, we nave mou- sands upon thousands of testimonials on file thes.
accumulation or 40 years testifying to its
Neither narcotics nor alcohol are to be
found in this famous prescription. Regulates
irregularities. Corrects displacements. Overcomes
up nerves. Brings about
painful periods. Tones
perfect health. Sold by dealers in medicines,
in liquid or tablet form.
Dr. Pierce1 Medical Adviser, neivty re
risecf
edition, anewere hoete
of delicate queetione about which every
unman, tingle or married ought to know.

l

Dr. Pierce's
Favorite
Prescription

1

l.ursday morning

received

a
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mes--

stating that Uie Lima county of-- j
Peers had discovered them, r.ud in
rtsisting arrest, had lo shoot one of
tlie Mexicans. The other was captured but the woman wnfi not found. It
ia thought the wounded Mexican will
were in!
die. The same Mexicans
Fierro just before the robbery of Gil-Christ's store, several months
ago,
and they disappeared right after the
robbery. It is believed they also did
the first job. Silver City Kntrrprise.
1

BUDGET SYSTEM ENDORSED
BY TAFT IN MESSAGE TODAY

j

County

Cough.Cold

WANTS

Ma the District

Court for and iu the
First, Judicial District.
Allium Leonard, Plaintiff,

j

SoreThroat

j

SUMMONS.
Mexico,
of Kiiiila Ke.

State of New

.12.

vs.

.M

The Vnknown Heirs, if any, of Dolores
The unknown
('alleges, deceased.
heirs, if any, of Koinolo Martinez,

Sloan's Liniment gives
quick relief for cough, cold,
hoarseness, sore throat,
croup, asthma, hay fever
and uronchitis.

WANTKD
Freeman,

Mens

Mrs.

washing.

418 San Francisco

St.

FOR I1TNT- - Furnished rooms for
Mrs. F. W. Dud'
li;;ht housekeeping.
ley 2i Jefferson.

and all unknown claimin the premises,
FOR RENT A three or six loom
being all unknown persons who mav house furnished or
utii uniished. Ap'
claim any interests or title adverse
to the plaintiff in or to the lands ply to D S. Lowitzki.
and premises described in the coin-- !
Want to sell or trade your properly?
plaint herein, Defendants.
Ask for our free big list. Solthwest
SUMMONS.
Leal Kslute Exchange, Moriarlv, N.
The State of New Mexieo to the m.
'Unknown Heirs, if any, of Dolores
the Unknown
deceased,
Gullegos,
M AX UK K W ANTKD
Phone No. 2:1
Heirs, if any, of Kotnolo Martinez, de-- ' and men and
will haul awav
wagon
ceased, and all unknown claimants iind clean
your
barnyard free of
of interests in the premises, being all
unknown persons who may claim any charge.
interest or title adverse to the plain-I- t
FOR SALE Second
hand buggy,
iff in or to the lands and premises
used only a short time, rubber tires,
described in the complaint herein,
automoble seat. Cost $12.', will take
greeting:
$00. Call 223 llickox street.
You are hereby commanded to be
and appear before the First Judicial
H ''our
r0R uo Ppl" !U'le ,h''
District Court of the State of New
Mexico, sitting within and lor the "ao" l:ils Tractor ''" I'h'w your land.
fonn of "'action work solicited.
County of Santa Fe, that being the!Any
count v in which the rnmnlaint. herein Virgil H. Campbell, Momitainair, New
is filed, within 20 days after the serv- - Mexico.
ice of this summons, if served in any
county in this judicial district, other-- l ..SALESMAN to sell new education
wise within 30 days after service to specialty to school boards. Exclusive
Liberal
jenswer of the complaint of E. Alnion territory. No compentition.
Leonard in an action to quiet the title proposition. Union School Furnishing
to the following described real estate: Company, 1031 W. Van Buren St., ChiAil that certain lot, piece or parcel cago, 111.
of land bounded and particularly d- scribed as follows:
TYPEWRITERS
Beginning at a point where the Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
southern line of Carleton avenue, in platens furnished.
Ribbons and sup-the city of Santa Fe. intersects the plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
East line of the (ialisteo Koad, thence and rented. Standard makes handled.
l
South five (5) degrees fifty (50)
repair work and typewriters guar-uteWest, three hundred and twenty- - anteecl. Santa Fe Typewriter
(323) feet and four (4) inches; 'change, Phone 231 V.
'
.
dethence South eighty-nin(H'J)
grees, fifteen (15) minutes East, one
and a half Rooms, Houses & Ranches
hundred and eighty-seve(loi'.i:) reet; thence iortli seven!
What Have You to Rent?
(7) degrees,
(53) minutes List it with MRS.
SUMMERS, Room
f
East, two hundred ninety and
feet to the southerly side of. 11, Laughlin BIock.
(2!)0y2
Rooms and houses furnished or un.
said Carleton Avenue; thence North
A select list
furnished.
always on
seventy-nin(7!1) degrees West, along;
said line, one hundred and ninety- - hand.
deceased,

ants of interests

HERE'S PROOF.
Me. Albfut W. PaiCE.of Fredonlft,
Kan,, writes : " Wo use Hlnan'a Liniment in tha family and find it an excellent reliel for Collin and liny lover
attaeku. It Ktojtt couching and snoozing almost ituttaiitly."

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

Washington. D. C Feb. 2U Presi- should set aside $4."i,0on,iiiio annually
dent Taft sent to congress his mueli for that purpose. That would be
He
a year less than the present
discussed
"budget'' message.
recommended
the
of a (mount required by law. That fund
adoption
RELIEVED SORE THROAT.
Mks. I.. IIrkweii, of MiKtelHFla.,
budget system of relating proposed should be invested in three per cent
wri tesr I ttouj;ht one lt tt le of your
to
revenues
in
bonds
and
government
expected
twenty
expenditures
Liniment and itdMineall the good iu
tbo world, Iy throut wan
aid declared that congress would be years the $1,100,000,000 deft, the pres"- Bore,
it cured tne of lny trouble."
and
greatly benefited by having before it ident says, would be retired.
The adoption of a definite theory is
such a statement before it began the
GOOD FOR COLD AND CROUP.
take its place as the most densely ii initial grind upon appropriation bills. recommended for future proposals for
OFFICER SHOT PRISONER.
Mr. W. H. Strange, 3721 Elmwood
Avenuo, Chlrao, 111., writea : "A litWhile Officer J. C. Tabor was tak- populated and most productive garden H:e Vnited States, the president internal improvements so that such
tle
boy noxt door had croup. 1 gave
But to bring this about, wrote, was the only great nation in the improvements wotiid be in accord
the mother Sloan's Liniment to try.
ing a Mexican, who is wanted in Hur- in America.
She
gave him three tlritpB on sugar
it
is
action
necessary that just such
world which did not use the budge with a well thought out plan. In that
ley for alleged burglary, to jail the
before going to bed, and he got up
man broke away from him and start- be taken. Las Cruces Republican.
without the croup iu the morning."
sy litem and in consequence it "may connection the president
suggested
ed to run. Tabor, seeing that the prisi)n said to be without plan or pro- - the saving of the rent paid in Wash-- j
Price, 25a., BOc, $1.00
JUICE TURNED ON.
oner was about to escape, shot at him,
He indicated that cwiug to ington for buildings used by the gov-- j
f.ram."
in
Mexican
the
the
the bullet striking
Sloan's
The juice was turned on the line to the late day at which he vas able to eminent through the construction of
Treatise
h ft side and coming out at the should-ei- . ti e 85 mine Tuesday afternoon, and transmit his message he expelled
new buildings to cost about $100,000,- on the
new 150 horse power motor was tie legislation on the tpoic trcm the Oi'O to be paid for through a period of
He was taken to the hospitnl
Horse
vhere hopes are entertained for his started up. Everything went nicely, present cougr ms.
2o years,
sent free.
on
and made no more pull
the works
recovery,
providing
The president took full responsl"Briefly stated," wrote the
does not set in. Up' to the present he than does the starting of the ice ma- for the message upon himself, ihmt, "my suggestion is that the gov
lias been unable to give his name.
chine. For the rest of this week the j
ongresB in the last sundry civil bill ernment nrst pian jor its land pur-motor will lie run nights, while the directed the secretary of the treasury chases, buildings and
Denting Headlight.
public works,
usual current is on, to work down the to submit estimates hereafter in the then borrow money to acquire and to
LOSES HAND IN WHEEL.
runjlearings and get the machinery
old way. Mr. Taft pointed out, how construct them, proportioning the
Mr. A. L. Cox, who resides near ring smoothly.
It is expected that ever, that he had directed the secre- cost over a period of 20 years, and
to
get the juice will be turned on Monday larv of the
Texico, had the misfortune
treasury to agree with the r aking the bonds Issued to meet the
his hand mangled very badly, so thai tor regular work, and that hereafter
of congress and also to send cost payable out of an adequate sinkdirections
!l had to be partly amputated, leaving i.ll the
power used at the 85 mine will to him information for a budget mes- ing fund."
only the thumb and first finger on his be furnished from the electric light sage.
He refer.-e.- l
congress also tc
Of a reduction of the salary roll of
left hand. The accident occurred hast works, and the juice will be on all
the portion of the constitution which the government, amounting to about
o'clock
about
six
Saturday morning
the time. Lordsburg Liberal.
requires mm irom time to nine iu $i;,5oo,ou0 annually, two thirds, the
when Mr. Cox went out to turn on
recommend such measures as he shah president declared, would be saved
his wind mill, and had to climb the
BAND WILL BLOW IN BELEN,
deem necessary and expedient.
fry adopting his scheme to classify
tower to adjust the wheel when the
Belen is to have a brass band in the
Some of the advantages of t!K .U.liat are now presidential appoint-- i DEPARTMENT OF
wind blew the wheel around and
This will be
very near future.
budget system as pointed out by the u,ents. Almost $3,000,000,
caught his hand in the cog wheel and news to the music lovers of our good
annually!
citiLABOR BILL
could be kept in government coffers'
is
president were:
off.
Dr.
the
Von"Alman
it
ground
zens and who doesn't enjoy good band
A
means
in
of
!
Journal.
Clovis
locating responsibility through postoflice departments chang-IS PASSED
charge.
physician
r.usic? That we have a number of tor estimates in keenine with reve- - es The sum of S2
(100 (mn
lm
has long been rues.
musicians
competent
cut from the pay roll Mr. Taft contin-iHORSE THROWS OLD PLAINSMAN
D. C, Feb. 2t;. The 3
de7on Saves You Time and Money.
beknown, but no effort at organization
mere were a complete executive billWashington,
A means of allowing
"
Fracture of two ribs and ugly has
toitu
congress
to
a
create
labor
of
department
The
been
until
successful
during
tne jvortn iy sum carleton Avenue,
of civil service em-- ,..i,i,
bruises on the face and hands are the
n
see how much gross it will have to
oM,,,,t
On Tuesday night a numon the East and South by lands own- Ployes. Under this head the presi- - pag8ed ,he senate
marks which Walter Walker has to past week.
it
before
begins
,fi83
appropriating
spend
today
CARDS
ed or claimed by the Santa Fe Realty PROFESSIONAL
show for an unfortunate experience ber of those interested, met at the fcr each department or detail of gov- cent wrote:
tIlan an ,0U1.-- consideration.
The
this morning near the front of the school house and effected a temporary ernment machinery.
the present situation many men measure had previously passed the Company, on the West by the Galis"In
ATTORNEYS AT-LAteo Road, and containing
one and
Grand Central hotel. Mr. Walker, an organization. The secretary was in
P,ecause it would furnish congress at the bottom are receiving larger sal-- j house, but amendments in the senate thirty-fivacres
hundredths
(1.35)
stockman of the plains was structed to take up the matter of se- and the
require its perfection in confer-ilapublic with ready reference to tries than would be obtained for
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
music
work in outside employment, ' ence before it is presented to Presi more or less.
mounting a horse at this point, and curing music with some of the securicports and detailed records of
You are hereby notified that unless
City Attorney.
the saddle slipped in some manner. dealers, and as soon as this is
vhereas men in higher positions car- dent Taft.
you appear and answer, as above re- Capital City Bank Building,
In falling, Mr. Walker was thrown ed, a called meeting will be held and
tying
and
great responsibility
the
Because it would produce an adeRooms
Belen
perfected.
quired, the said Plaintiff will take
against Judge Bell's buggy nearby, the organization
success of whose performance
fartwoiiakc shikfc
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
you for the relief
quate organization for assembling anrl penas on
judgment
against
sustaining injuries mentioned above. News.
and long exper-WELLINGTON NEW ZEALAND.
lptvinnrlpd in tViu rnmnlninl
t,fotli,t'
He was taken into the Grand Central
classifying information to be used in ences are training
From
inadequately
paid.
a with all costs of suit.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Wellington, N. Z., Feb. 2.-end given medical attention, and this
telling the country what has been he view point of the rank
KILLED MOUNTAIN LION.
and file ,,,port as of ai.till(Ty diHchaisoUi a
Witness the Honorable Edmond C.
Attorney and Counsel'or-at-Law- .
afternoon is resting comfortably.
Mason Chase and wife
returned done and of the government's future w,c.c . unit, nope oi reward tor 1,M
Practices in a'l the District Courts
partlinm.fc cl.nnb
needs.
Roswell Record.
city to Abbott, Judge of the First Judicial
merit.
The foundation for reclassi- recently from a several weeks' lion
To aid in working with a well de- rtnr.,.nn
day, terrorizing inhabitants, shaking district court, state of New Mexico, and gives special attention to caseu
t
hunt in the mountains north and weBt
aircaay nas Deen down chimneys, and damaging many within and for the county of Santa before the State Supreme Court.
ADVANCE FRUIT GROWING.
of the ranch. They were successful in fined purpose in many bureaus hithermy opinion it would enahle i.
Fe, and the seal of said District Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
The meeting held February 15, un- killing two mountain lions and will to organized but directed under "an the government to pay
higher salaries n.any were hit by falling bricks from Court this 12th day of February, A. I).,
program.
der the auspices of the Commercial have the hides of these predatory ani- inconsistent and
to those of whom experience,
training the
To cancel the nation's debt, through
chmneys. The shock was 1913,
club of the State College and the Fibab mals mounted.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
and initiative are required and make the toppled
M. A. ORTIZ,
deseverest ever felt in New
;
Club of Las Cruces, was fraught witn
Attorney
They started out on this lion hunt a sinking fund and to eliminate the
the
of
saving
2,000,000.''
Clerk'
Scal)
what may become far reaching re- several weeks ago and took
Santa Fe, New Meiico.
their ficit, which is slowly growing.
Elimination
of
distribu-t.owaste
in
the
L.
SAFFORD, Deputy,
To carry out the budget plan, to re
By EDW.
sults. This valley is especially ad- well trained pack of dogs along; to
Formerly Special Agent, G. L ' O
of public documents; reduction
The names of Plaintiff's attorneys Land Clalmg and
apted for fruit growing and certain scent the trails and make the long duce the deficit and the fixed charges
number
of
HOTEL
United
ARRIVALS.
States assav
are Wilson, Bowman & Dunlavy, and
lines of trucking, any anything that runs to tree the animals.
The two against the government the president otJbe
yjiuvra imu pusBiuiy ine nuinDer of
can be done to organize the efforts in lions were full grown and beautiful j pioposed:
'
and their consolidation
' Ch"- S?e"New"llioUgh"n
into
To create a sinking fund commis- MONTEZUMA.
developing these lines should be done specimens of their kind.
EASLEY & EA3LEY.
are
one,
other
recommendations.
the fact that we have as rich soil as
D. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque.
Mountain lions are quite numerous Bicn to consist of the chairman of the
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
"With much hesitation," the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
can be found anywhere in the United in that country and but few hunters' finance committee of the senate; the
if. Kelly, Albuquerque.
in the Courts and before
Practice
recommends
the organization of
V. K. Jones, Las Vegas.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department.
States, with the advantages of an penetrate that vicinity, as access to chairman of the house ways and
or congress.
"""KCl
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb
It
AV. F. Jacobs, Las
experiment station in our very midst, it is hard; however, it is most certain means committee; the attorney gen-- i
Vegas.
Land grants and titles examined.
ould act as a final clearing house
a certain inexhaustible water supply when these hunters go for a hunt, eial and the secretary of the treasury,
W. A. Piers, Los Gatos, Calif.
ruary 1, 1913.
'Santa Fe. N M hranrh Dffloa tr.taa.
whlch a'1 the recommenda-...under government ownership, the as- they are always well paid for their vith the comptroller of the treasury! tlro"e
W. T. Stockton, Denver.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
cla ' N M
of
surance of good roads, and proximity troubles. Cimarron News.
having to do with
S. Martinez, Black Lake.
annual auditor of the sinking fund tions
Gurule, of La Jara, N. M., who, on
"d
to El Paso a growing railroad cenexpenditures would pass
J. G. Magee, Clovis.
which would lrev'enU(;f
recount. Legislation
June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry
M. J. MeGUINNESS
they take the form of bills.
ter, there is no reason why the Mesil-lm,
TRACED BY WHISKEY BOTTLE.
u.m
noiinnni am tn twontv
T. J. Scott, Las Vegas.
No. 013618, for SW
Section 16.
special reason 1 have for urg- valley should not in the near future
Gilchrist's store at Frisco was brok- - years after July 1, 1914, congress!. '"
N. F. LaSuez, Albuquerque.
Townish 22 N Range 1 W.. N. M. P. Rflnm
tt0r"ey;?
CaPital
iHJiiuiuuee wrote me presl- i
F. R. Riagan, Clovis.
Ity
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Bank
dent, "is that at present the adminis- Santa Fe, N. M.
Building,
N.
Uicn
El
Paso.
I).
to
make
five
e
to
Hart,
year
,
proof,
:
,
.
:
.,
BdiiUHiy nanaicapped 'jy
tablish claim to the land above de-- i
Meyer Lehman, New York.
not being able to take up proposals
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
V. J. Florence, Los Angeles.
before Charles W. Holman,
scribed,
for constructive measures affecting
Dentist.
T. U. Moran, Kansas City.
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor
K. G. Abraham, Denver.
j.'ujr i'ui iiumur uepariment wiln any
lo, 1913.
one body or committee which will
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
J. T. Lindsley, St. Louis.
Claimant
names
as witnesses:
to consider them in all their
K. I. Fleming, Denver.
Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad Duran, Pbone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
aspects."
Duncan Graham, Denver.
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
And by Appointment.
Going further the president sug
CORONADO.
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
Fidel Salazar, Pajoaque.
gested that, appropriations should be
MANUEL R. OTERO,
in the following classes:
F. A. Chavez, Estancla.
Register.
To cover overhead and operating
Fred Chavez, Willard.
DR.
M. DIAZ,

aiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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Runs Away With The Spoon

cost.

For upkeep of property.
For fixed charges, including

sink

ing fund.

For permanent improvements.
Concluding

he says:

"The govern-

ment is not only in the position of,
having gone along for a century without a budget, but what is at this time
even more to the point, it has not the
organic means either for preparing or
for considering one. I am
that congress make some or
ganic provision whereby the administrative and legislative
branch may
cc ordinate their efforts in the development of the future activities of
the government as well as for the determination of the expenditures needed for the current transaction of its
business."
recom-nendin-

Dishes like good things to eat, just as children are fond of fairies
and Maude Adams has proved thousands of times that there are fairies.

Show the children this advertisement and ask them if they believe
the dishes smile when good things are served in them. Then get a
package of Post Tavern Special, The Breakfast Porridge. Serve it
piping hot, and watch their faces dance.

Post Tavern Special
is a winsome blend of the best parts of Wheat, Corn and Rice. A most
nutritious dish and flauory for the food experts of the Postum Co. made it
to please particular palates. Get a package
for
to-d-

ay

To morrow's Breakfast
--

At Grocers Everywhere.
Pottum Cerel Co., Ltd., Battle Creek,
'

Mich.

MISTAKE

IN

g

J.

Pedro Sandoval, City.
B.
V. Bennett, Pagosa Springs.
J. E. Duran, Taos.
W. F. Willute, City.
R. G. McDougall, Buckman.
Max. Duran, Ortiz.
Sidney Stephens, Ortiz.'
E. Vigil, Las Vegas.

j

Phones

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE

UPSET STOMACHS

Eff;:ti7j

Jn

uary 1st, 1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.

In-

digestion, Gas Sourness
In Five Minutes.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

TELEGRAM.

"Really does" put bad stoinacbs in
order "really does" overcome indi-- j
Steubenville, Ohio, Feb. 26. When
gas, heartburn and
Mrs. Charles McFeply, of Arkon, ar Lgfstion, dyspepsia,
souiue&s in five minutes that juat!
rived here at noon today to visit her that makes
Pape's Diapepsin the
sister a hearse and two cabs filled
largest selling stomach regulator in
with weeping relatives were at the the
world. If what you eat ferments
elation to meet her. The mistaken into stubborn
lumps, you belch gas
reception grew out of- - a badly con- and eructate sour, undigested
food
structed telegram sent here in notifi- and acid; head is dizzy and aches;
cation of her visit, which gave the bieath foul; tongue coated; your in-Impression that her corpse wah en sides filled with bile and indigestible!
route.
waBte, remember the moment Diapep- sin comes in contact with the stomach
HE DREAMPT OF IMP8;
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
FRACTURED HIS SKULL. astonishing almost marvelous,
and
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 26. Wil- the Joy ig its harmlessness.
liam Parker nearly drowned today in
A large fifty-cecase
of Pape's
two inches of water.
Diapepsin will give you a hundred
Last night he went to bed with an dollars' worth of satisfaction or your1
ear ache and dreamed that imps were druggist hands you your money back.
boring into his brain with gimlets. He
It's worth its weight in gold to men
fell to the floor into a basin of water, and women who can't get their stomand fractured his skull.
achs regulated. It belongs in your
home should always be kept handy
PERU'S CABINET RESIGNS.
In case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
Lima, Peru, Feb." 26. The Peruvian during the day or at night. It's the
cabinet, under the premiership of quickest, surest and most harmless
General Varela, resigned office today. stomach doctor in the world.
1

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-oh- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.

eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
4

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fs 12:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

I

to

J P. M

SJfde'n"f,Wj

Work. Portable Coil to be
used at patient's home.

X-R- ay

SURELY SETTLES

"Pape's Diapepsin" Ends

Office 202 Wafer St., Hours,

CC.

GUNTER, M. D.,

PHYSICAN and SURGEON,

Laughlin Bldg. Calls
promply attended day or night.

Rooms

18--

19

OFFICE
HOUES;
2 to
to 8
m.,

9 to II a. m

4

p- -

7

p. m

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION!
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January

28, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Filo- mena Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014579, for SW
SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N, and
N
NW
SW
Section
NW
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Leyla,
N. M., Antonio
Villanueva, Agustin
Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

2

4

-

Register.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

Just Try a New Mexican Want
(lf you v oat quick returns.

Ad

s

e

PAGE
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

EIGHT

to appear and process made return'JUDGE COLLINS ASKS
able. The house has adjourned to
IF THE INVESTIGATION
WILL BE REAL THING. meet at ten o'clock tomorrow but it
seems to me perhaps we might catch Line of D M. C. EMB. FLOSS In
near enough up witli our work to ad- colors. Also full line of PRINCESS
(Continued from page one).
journ the house tomorrow afternoon
In
know tlie truth of these various rum-- ; to the afternoon ol'he following day and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS
could colors for use In working trie new
ors. I hope they will all turn out and perhaps this committee
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS,
right, but it has been well said that meet at nine o'clock day after tomorCENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
"where there is so much smoke, there row.
was going etc., which are the late designs just
Bv Maior Llewellyn:
must be a little tire" and we will find
out where that fire Is before we get to suggest .this; with the permission receivea.
of you gentlemen (of course I will be;
through.
Now. during the progress of this! governed by the wishes of this com-meet-- j
investigation it will probably be uec- mlttee) that we might have a
essary, I am simply making this as a ing, say, In the olHee of the judiciary
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
at one
say, tomorrow
suggestion there are two very learn- committee,
1
consultafor
o'clock just a. meeting
ed lawyers on this committee and
tion to see what progress our secre
would suggest this.
of the .committee?
Four.
By Mr. Rogers:
tary has made, and then at that time furtherMr.pleasure
1 move
that we
Toombs:
to
as
to do
beI
By
see
determine
could
You
we probably
Well,
By Mr. Llewellyn:
tomorrow.
1:30
until
that
would
I
would
adjourn
the next meeting. How
fore me three anyway. Now
(Motion seconded by Mr. Rogers.)
suggest this; it might be well enough strike you gentlemen?
Gentlemen,
at
would
Major Llewellyn:
By
We
Mr.
Toombs:
in arranging these preliminaries to
By
Mr. you have heard the motion made by
more
I will simply make this sugthen,
have
least
something
arrange
the gentleman from Unioji that this
You
gestion; that Judge Toombs and Mr. f'linlrmnn thnn we HOW have.
I think we committee adjourn unui i.ov uimui-hav- e
take the question of
Llewellvn:
By
probably
Major
Rogers
way
It there is no objec-tha- t
got a pretty swift secretary and row afternoon.
examining the witnesses and I will silt
foods.
at that time we may know bet- - tion to that motion the meeting will
here sort of as a judge advocate dur- until 1:30 tomorrow
Ing a court martial In the room and ter as to when we might have the stand adjourned
afternoon.
in
the
controversy; next meeting.
points
pass upon
o
if there is no objection and you
use,
W.TNESSES TOTALLED TODAY
will accept that you and Judge per
nighTS
proToombs take the question of exami- witnesses out, 10 get mem tu uncuo.
(Continued from page one).
nation of the witnesses.
We may have to have daytime meet-- '
Now I would like, Mr. Secretary, ings to get the witnesses to attend.
too
wnnid names ot witnesses who should bepowders,
.that a subpoena be issued for Mr.
innoting 'of this com-- subpoenaed in the oU inspection
Dunne, who I believe is mentioned in it be to tave
In this
the original resolution, and I would mittee in the judiciary committee vestiiration. That my attitude
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Tension appropriation bill, conference
asked.
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BAD WEATHER

HALTS WAR

FOR

Constantinople, .Feb. 26. The misHakkl
sion to London of Ibrablm
lasha on behalf of the Ottoman government has failed. His object was to
persuade the powers to' support the
ciaim of Turkey to the retention of
Adrianople. He was, however, unable
tu prevail on the powers to accept the
Forte's note as a basis for fresh peace
regotiations and he had no authority
t go beyond the? proposals contained
j
in that document.
Although some memDers of the
Turkish cabinet are in favor of peace,
the war element shows no tendency
to weaken its attitude.
Military operations are still confin
ed to skirmishes at various points
along the front. Fighting on any ex
tended scale is improbable for the
riesent, owing to the inclemency of
the weather.
PANKHURST IS
COMMITTED FORTRIAL.
Feb. 26. Mrs.
Epsom, England,
Emmeline Pankhurst, the militant
suffragette leader, was committed for
trial by the police magistrate here to
day on the charge of inciting persons
to commit malicious damage to prop
erty. Her defense was reserved for
the trial at the Assizes.
Feb. 26. Mrs.
Epsom,
England,
Pankhurst was detained in prison,
bail being refused because she wouM
not agree to refrain from political
activities pending trial. The prison
er said that she would forthwith begin a "hunger strike." She added
"If I am still alive when th As
sizes commence it will be a dying
woman who will be tried."
A raid on the telephone and rail-reatelegraph wires was carriel out
safely today by militant suffragettes
in several parts of Englaud.
Many lines were cut and communication today was rendered difficult
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very familiar but you'll travel a
long way if you try to match
our values elsewhere at our
prices.
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